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notes
This has been a year for the history books, and mostly
not in a good way. To be honest, it feels strange to be publishing a volume of work now that was written and submitted almost entirely before the COVID-19 crisis came to our
shores. I’m writing this at the end of March, Northwestern
campus has been all but evacuated, and only a few of us
remain in dorms because we can’t or shouldn’t return home.
I feel like I have to provide that context in case this sounds
out of touch by the time you read this. We live in a completely different world now, and many things from the previous world feel obsolete.
I don’t think those things include poetry or stories or
essays or art, though. Common among friends and family
are feelings of uncertainty, with a variety of reasons, to be
sure; but most often this uncertainty, this anxiety, seems to
have no clear reason at all. I certainly don’t completely understand my own disinterest in everyday things any more
than I comprehend this novel loneliness. However, I recently began reading Christian Wiman’s collection of poetry
Every Riven Thing for class, and in those words I can see myself again. Not because I always identify with what the poet
feels, but because I can begin to see humanity—a human,
the poet, reaching out to humanity, to human experience—
from a place of feeling cut off and hopeless.
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I and the rest of the editorial staff at Spectrum have
been so privileged to work with the authors and artists in
these pages to bring more of our shared human experience
to light. I hope this year’s Spectrum will be a candle that
lights the distance between us, glowing from the window of
one quarantined house to the next. And maybe, just maybe, what you read here will encourage you to light your own
candle—write your own poem, essay, or story—and share
that light with others, too.
-Lucas Sander
Editor
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poetry
first place
judges’ notes:
This poem captures the patterns of an intelligence desperately
trying to recognize its surroundings and routines while being
misled by its own associative connections, “like a jigsaw puzzle
that only has a third of / its pieces.” There’s a rapidly increasing
sense of confusion and unease, and I appreciate that the poem
remains there, avoiding clichés or a too-neat ending. We enter
the mind of the speaker from the first line and remain there
without resolution.
					-Jessica Mesman
This poem opens with a simile, which helps the reader enter the
subject easily, though the figure of a jigsaw puzzle extends long
enough that suddenly we’re in a new thought, mirroring the
way that thought in dementia skips from one thing to another
(“Before you realize it, the / cup’s out of place...”). The poem’s
strengths include its forced enjambments (also disorienting), its
use of brackets to indicate the uncertainty of a noun’s correctness, and its compassion for its subject, as the poet sketches the
very particular and vivid memories of the person with dementia.
The poem also ends in a usefully ambiguous way, as we wonder
what the “round shadow at the end / of the room” is.
					-Lisa Ampleman
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Dementia
By Alexis Karsjens, Literature
Dementia is like a jig saw puzzle that only has a third of
its pieces, few of which
fit together. The picture—
abstract. The small details, lost in the
oblivion of confused thought. Before you realize it, the
cup’s out of place,
the phone is in the pruning drawer.
This is light confusion.
Harmless, so it seems.
But then there are the moments where you
forget what room the toilet is in and
panic a little bit because you’re trying to decide if
you just continue to search—
do you use the [bucket?] next to
the bathroom door? Your brain jumps
down the stairs and thinks “aw, maybe there?”
But then stops again. There’s a sound in the
kitchen—a beep, a whistle. You can’t see where it’s from.
The kitchen’s brown linoleum, the color of dirt—
the shack next to the field where
you remember your
mama rocking you to sleep.
Whistling. The electric kettle? A howl of a blizzard?
It’s sunny outside. You shiver—
Mama pulls the flannel up to your rosy chin.
The kitchen counter? You swore you saw it there last time.
The toilet has to be there. The outhouse, it was out back
You know that for sure; there’s a knock at the
door. You see it’s Jimmy, the little boy with no shoes.
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Jimmy, you remember when you were eight.
Jimmy, you never thought you’d see again.
Small boy—his stomach swelled with hunger.
He stopped walking to school when you were nine.
He went missing when you were ten.
You forgot about him when you were seventy.
You see him now that you’re ninety. Clear as day—
loose misfit slacks and that cotton shirt of green.
You hear the water pipe, dripping
softly in the wall. Downstairs. Take a right
or a left? Right. First door or second? First.
There’s a round shadow at the end
of the room.
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Reflection

Read top to bottom and then bottom to top.
By Bree Hodnefield, Writing and Rhetoric
I will never see beauty again
And you can’t tell me
I am a colorful piece of art
Because at the end of the day
I am shattered, dull, and gray
I will not lie to myself by saying
That I am whole and radiant
So, rest assured knowing I will be reminded
That the me I see is wounded and worthless
And nothing you say will make me believe
I will see beauty again
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Need
By Libby Ven Huizen, Worship Arts
O Lord my Portion,
reveal the Balm of Gilead
which makes the weak man well.
That which is rest for the weary,
that which is dew to my dryness.
O Christ my Cornerstone,
O Nazarene who is faithful and true,
scoop me up in your calloused hands
which are so on my behalf.
Scoop me up, Emmanuel,
and hold me near to your heart.
Let me feel its pulsing life’s rhythm,
and remind me that the beating of your heart
is the only thing that allows mine to do so also.
Remind me that your eyes
look on me with kindness,
that your mouth speaks only truth.
Lord, may I daily walk beside you
and follow you as a child to their parent beloved.
Lord, may I hold your hands in mine?
Assured that I am yours?
Assured that you are my rest,
my portion forevermore.
My peace, the Word incarnate,
who loves, wholly and truly.
Amen.
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messes
By Vanessa Stokes, Writing and Rhetoric
my room is a mess
when my life is a mess
clothes askew on the couch, my
i’ll-get-to-you-laters:
the friends i
promised to hang with,
the time i’ve been
meaning to spend with my bible,
messy sheets, my
tornadoed feelings,
every thought so
tangled up it’s easier to
abandon than unravel
and show the pain
there is inside
hamper of dirty clothes,
secrets rotting—only a few steps
to toss them out, yet
too haunting to touch
until they overflow
make-up stains on the dresser,
remnants of a carefully
sculpted veneer—if the world
can’t see i’m hurting,
can i still pretend i am not?
my life is a mess
when my room is a mess
it hasn’t been orderly
in a long time
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garden of eden
By Shay Kamstra, Biology
can you see the Martyr?
no, you cannot
blinded by ephemeral trinkets
fools!
He is among us
in the wavering branches of the maples
in the silent melody of the goldfinches
in the burgeoning blooms of the wildflowers
in the vast rolling of the grasslands
put down your dominion
and cast your eyes on the
nascent garden
do you see the fruitful paradise now?
the new heaven is here
in the dew-wet web of the spider, and in the
fast flutter of the sphinx moth
let us join forces
and cleanse our hands in soil
where innocence is rooted
we must tend the garden
it was never ours to destroy
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Malpractice
By Rachel Smart, English Teaching
the incisions you made in my chest
felt clean and smooth and dangerously
delightful under the anesthesia
of your words.
but when you tugged at the organ inside
and pulled from the gaping cavity,
my smile frightened you.
so you dropped
my bloody core
into my lap
and ran.
for a while i lay,
drifting between euphoria and pain,
trying to cram the damn thing back into my chest
and nestle it behind my ribs.
but the cuts that had once felt careful and precise
were jagged,
and the mangled walls of flesh cried
with the force of my insistence. still,
i clumsily stitched my throbbing self
back together,
and tried to ignore
the mess you made
on my floor
and under my skin.
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Winter Promises
By Emily Nicole, Theatre
There is a stillness
Snow matted down by the weight of those who are moving too quick
Dirty slush covering leaves that fell later than usual
Birds flocking among the falling fairies of white
Marking the dance with their own dark wings
Breathing out the fog is more than just heat hitting cold
It’s an emptying of self
Seeing the world around changing
Beauty in uncreation
And a brand new sense of creating
The creatures hidden underground
Teaching me lessons of the life I live
That I am not alone in my shelter
The birds are not running away
But are embracing the change
Winter air hurts my lungs
Stings my eyes
And still nature paints a different gospel
One of beauty in the ruins
One of the life to come
The birds will return with new knowledge
Mammals bringing in a whole new world
When life begins all over again
Saplings curling out of the ground
Daring the wind to knock them down
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Pier 39
By Ana DeKruyter
Nursing
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Telling my father over the phone that I like girls
Anonymous
I don’t know, Dad,
it’s the way they smell,
like pinecones and the raising of hell.
No, Father
this isn’t a fad.
Um no, I don’t know how
it started in the first place.
I see the judgement cemented
in your face.
Yes,
I know you’re mad.
This is more than a lust for luscious lips,
more than bearing a broken heart from boys.
I know you’re wondering about the past,
I like boys too.
Yes, that’s a thing,
I was as surprised as you.
Yes, Dad, I know
I’m going to hell.
I’m sorry I upset you,
Yes, I can tell.
Your voice cracks like mine.
How long have I known?
Middle school
Why didn’t I tell you?
I thought
it would be cruel.
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No,
I won’t tell anyone
back home.
I know you have
your church there
and I’m here
alone.
You have to go?
Alright.
Love you—
*click
ok
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An Illustration of my OCD
By Rachel Smart, English Teaching
The record player
that sits tucked
in the recesses of my mind is stuck—
stuck stuck stuck
again.
The symphony within its grooves
is trapped
in a second of orchestral clarity—
clarity that devolves into screeching
panic-turned-grinding
monotony with each—
each each each
skip.
And as measures turn to lines,
the paranoid conductor in my head urges
her musicians to pluck the
same few notes, to think
the same thought,
until their fingers bleed and my mind
aches. But the conductor presses us further—
further further further
still.
And the record skips on.
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Bowls
By Kitrick Fynaardt, Mathematics
A bowl lies broken on the hardwood floor. The pristine china on the
shelf look down and wonder what might have happened. They’ll
never know.
Perhaps a storm rattled the cupboard.
Perhaps a child underestimated the bowl’s weight and importance,
and let it slip from their fingers carelessly to the floor.
Perhaps there was no reason. Perhaps it just fell.
It doesn’t matter, the perfect bowls on the shelf continue to stare and
question.
These shelved, unshattered bowls can be used. Filled. Emptied. They
can fulfill their purpose and function. The broken ones are rebellious.
They lay in sharp and natural patterns. Their beauty is no longer
manufactured. Their edges draw blood. Hot, red, angry, living blood.
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A Poem for the Black Woman in
the Thrift Store
By Liz Ellis, Sociology
At a second-hand store
I’ve never been stared at while
sifting through shelves.
At a thrift store
I’ve never been talked to like a celebrity.
People saying I’m not from around here, cause
they would have recognized me.
At a thrift store,
I’ve never been told my hair looks nice
when I’m wearing a ball cap.
I’ve never anticipated pain
from a white evangelical’s kindness.
Had to calculate if a Midwestern hello
was a pattern of mistaken madness.
At this second-hand store, even I,
a white bystander, knows that
“I know I would have recognized you”
means “I would have noticed a black person here before.”
Today I gave a speech in class.
All eyes on me.
After, I went to the thrift store to
blend in. Blend
into the town I live in.
Just to be lived in
just live
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A black man once told me that when he came here
all he saw was white:
the snow
the people
the ideas.
When I came here, I saw
coffeeshops
new friends
late summer county fairs.
At the thrift store the black woman said
“Yes Ma’am,”
with a friendly but cautious tone
every time the white women made a comment.
Nothing more.
Because at the second-hand store
one wrong word
from the black woman
would prevent her from
coming back
to this store
to rub shoulders with me.
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Home
By Ashley Olson, English Teaching
Home is where I first felt
I belong, where I am enveloped
in love
displayed daily in acts of service.
Laughter and love paired with
happiness and smiles fill the space.
Where there is a delicious meal
created in the kitchen.
The place I first learned
to talk
walk
play
ride my bike
consider others
read
cook
drive
and… love.
Home is where
each of my many
stories begins.
Where I am
even when
I’m not.
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The Existence of Fives

for the women who suffer in silence or are forced into silence
By Rachel Smart, English Teaching
When I was fifteen,
my gym teacher separated the boys
from the girls
for “a talk.”
The girls trekked upstairs
to the cement classroom above the gym,
where we sat in squeaky plastic seats,
and I drummed my fingers on my knees
while the
male school resource officer
told us:
don’t be a tease.
Don’t flirt with strangers, and
don’t wear low-cut shirts
or miniskirts because
the boys downstairs
can’t keep their hands
to themselves.
He told us:
make weapons with your keys, and
always say please, and
cover your drinks, and
fake phone calls
when you walk down the street. And
he never said it,
but we could hear him thinking
Or else.
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Then he numbered us off one through five and
told each fifth girl
she’d be raped in her lifetime.
I was a four.
And I remember thinking
those were messed up odds,
but I knew I was safe. Because
I just wasn’t a five kind of girl.
When I was nineteen,
I held a five—a friend, a sister—
as she sobbed
shivering in the backseat of my car.
And I tried to keep tears
from falling down my cheeks
because it wasn’t my life a man
gutted with his hands—hands that
stamped black and blue contusions
into her skin as a reminder
of his violence.
Then, I felt the resolve
of my fifteen-year-old-self
begin to crumble—
when the untold stories
from good Christian girls
on good Christian campuses
began to claw at the cracks in the mortar
of that classroom above the gym
through whispers
and words left unsaid
from shame
and dread.
And I think
of my own little Iowan campus—
with our safety ratings, statistics, and
blind optimism.
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Where we walk around telling ourselves
not to worry.
Telling ourselves that we’ve
never had a major violation.
That surely
things like
that
don’t happen here.
For a time,
I believed those lies too,
and they made me
feel safe.
But just because
the women brave enough to report
couldn’t bring more evidence
than the words of their tongues
and the broken shards of their lives
doesn’t mean that they lied,
and just because untold crimes
mask themselves in the deceptive smiles
of men that “fear God” and
women who fear men, doesn’t mean
I’m safe.
We’re not safe.
I know that now.
And while I hated
that disgusting resource officer
from ninth grade
with his twisted misogyny disguised
as concern and fatherly protection, at least
he was honest
and acknowledged
the existence of fives.
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Retrosp ec tive
By Arwen Reno
Theatre
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we wear the same sun
By Shay Kamstra, Biology
i look at her
and then at me
a frown on my face
‘cause i don’t like what i see
picture-perfect you are
pretty and sun-kissed
me? i’m quirky, blue-veined, and
covered in blemishes
one might not see as i do
for i am my worst critic
i want to be like her
so i unconsciously mimic
i have lost myself
and live in constant confusion
thinking i need to change
but it’s all an illusion
at the end of the day
when everything is done
i remember that even though we are different
we wear the same sun
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Grace
By Grace Spencer, Theatre
Amazing Grace
How sweet the sound
I am the sour clatter of rusty cymbals
I am the hollow echoes of my own voice
bouncing off the walls of my
mind and my
practice room
I am not sweet
I am sad
angry
lonely
lost
bought at a cost
I am not amazing
“Amazing Grace!” never heard that one before.
Why does it cause me to pause?
Make me itch inside my own skin?
Make me oh so aware of my sin?
I taught my heart to fear, you see,
and Grace my fears can’t relieve
for the only Grace in my life is me
My heart fears a lot
failure
disappointment
dead dreams
broken hearts – yes even love, so it seems,
for no one wants average, adequate, and almost
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when it comes to grace –
Amazing matters first and foremost
Jesus loves me this I know
For the Bible tells me so
When this Grace Spencer feels deficient
God says his grace is sufficient
Through many dangers, toils, and snares
my father loves and holds and cares
“My grace is sufficient for you,
for my power is perfected in weakness”
“My grace,” says God, “Darling, this is my thesis”
He loves us relentlessly
When I am sad
angry
lonely
lost
He says, “you were bought at a cost”
The people in Mexico also struggled with my name.
Instead of “Grace,” it came out as “gracias”
Grace and gracias are cognates
They have the same “parent” word
though each is from a different place
Google the word “cognate,”
the definition will say “blood relative”
Friends, this is imperative,
for I need a Good Samaritan
someone who will love the least of these
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someone who will see the worst in me
not a proud Levite or Priest,
for I’m lying in the ditch practically deceased
Then Jesus walks by:
from a different place
not exactly part of the human race
yet he spills his blood to be my relative
he spreads love, not hate, you see
He is my cognate
We share the same parent word,
for he died in my place.
and the word is God
and the word is Love
and the word is grace
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To Stargaze
By Rachel Smart, English Teaching
I like to imagine that when I meet you,
the nebula of your irises
will be breathtaking. That when I gaze
into that inky black depth,
the north star will wink back
and guide me safely
home.
I like to wonder if you have freckles
on the tip of your nose
and along the dip
of your collarbone,
and how God might have painted
each with care
like the constellations He hung
in the sky.
I imagine you waiting, also,
alone in your corner of the world,
and me in mine,
while we wait…
to feel the dust
that built the first stars
mix in our breaths,
to feel the drum of the universe
in the pulse
of each other’s heartbeats.
While we wait
to stargaze.
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Sun set Star
By Abigail Moody
Public Relations
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What Did They Do To You
By Grace Grothe, Criminal Justice
All they said was she was nice.
All they said was she was fine.
But it’s because that’s all they said,
that she changed the way she saw herself.
What once was a quiet and shy young girl,
soon became a jaded and spiteful woman.
How could it be, that a few words could have that kind of power?
At this point, it was too late.
That quiet little girl was gone.
~
Once her presumed end had come and gone,
she remained yet a shell of what used to be.
An empty vessel seeking any type of joy to fill her.
Then came that last year.
A year that she never could have seen before that end had passed.
A year full of hope.
A year full of recovery.
A year full of a new kind of satisfaction & confidence that she hadn’t
seen before.
And so would mark a new beginning.
That little girl was gone forever,
but this young woman finally had hope.
She had hope that a brighter future could come.
But still we must say goodbye to that forlorn little girl.
The world was unfair to her,
so now she may be laid to rest.
Goodbye sweet soul.
They never knew what they were losing.
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In the Rain
By Schuyler Sterk, English Teaching
Before the storm
everything is still and quiet.
The world is empty and bare,
and I can’t hear the rustles of the leaves or the songs of the birds;
in their absence, just a deafening silence.
The grass is dry and brittle, dust from the
road rises around me, and small
buds fall without the chance to bloom.
But as I look up I see the clouds roll in
as light turns to shadows, and the
pitter patter of the raindrops on the road,
few at first, suddenly becomes a
thundering roar. And
during the storm
I can’t see where I’m going, the world around is
blurred by the rain and I feel like I’m
lost no matter where I going—I’m just
turning aimlessly in the downpour and
I can’t hear anything it’s too loud just
cracks and booms and
my own heart pounding in my chest
and I can’t feel anything all warmth and comfort is
gone and the cold digs
down into my lonely bones until it aches too much to lift my
weary
head.
And I sit,
broken
		
tired
			 and catching my breath,
but I look around and see the
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gentle light peek through the clouds again, as the
raindrops drip slowly to a stop. The
leaves’ rustling dies down with the
wind, and now
after the storm
the sun shines warm and
welcoming on my face, blinking out
from behind the clouds. With one last shiver,
I feel the light’s assurance spread slowly over my body.
In the soft grass, I feel the tender blades
beneath me, and I hear the
buzzing bugs and the whispering wind
alive between my fingers. A soft yellow bud blinks up
up at the sun, its delicate petals open slightly,
embracing the rays of light. Drops of water twinkle on leaves and
slowly
plink to the ground in small pools, reflecting the
soft clouds and pale sky overheard.
And though the puddles remind me of the rain,
the beauty in the glowing light reminds me it has passed.
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Lament

Based on Psalm 38
By Libby Ven Huizen, Worship Arts
Oh Lord my God, look upon me.
Lift your eyes to my face
and see my weariness,
my confusion, and my doubt.
Do not turn away from me,
O Rock, to whom I cling.
Savior, I am being peeled away.
Layer after layer ripped
from my heart and I am in anguish.
My soul cries out: “Why can’t I understand?!”
It weeps in confusion and screams for loss.
Oh Nazarene, as you tear me apart,
I feel bloodied, bruised, and battered.
Who I knew myself to be is torn to shreds,
I long for the comfort of my old shell,
a familiar home.
Lord, would you see my raw self,
and bind up my wounds?
Would you pour over me the Balm of Gilead?
Which makes the sick man well?
Merciful friend, would you scoop me up and hold me near?
May I feel the beating of your heart,
knowing that it beats for me?
Oh Lord, I know my wounds are for good.
Remind me again when I groan
in anguish of heart that you
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are making all things new.
Remind me that my sighing
is not hidden from you.
Remind me that you are using my sighs,
mutterings, and tears to construct a
new home for your servant.
O Redeemer, when I seek proof,
would you give me presence.
When I seek certainty,
would you give me peace.
God of strength and peace,
yet I will praise you.
My crumbling walls will sing
a new song unto you, O Christ,
my Rock and my Redeemer.
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Death on Display
By Vanessa Stokes, Writing and Rhetoric
Autumn sneaks in
on the 			wings of
			tree beetles,
infesting
everything			and
everyone
		with morbid
beauty.
Leaves try to
			
fly 		
away,
						 escape,
					but end up
grounded.
Autumn leaves
death
to be picked up,
			
twisted, and
				
tortured into
displayable wreaths
		
or 		
centerpieces.
Decorations
made of
skeletons
					
void of their
		natural 		color.
People 		
ogle
at the colors
of a 		thing
				already
							
dead.
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Twins
For J

By Emily Wikner, Spanish
We were conceived unexpectedly
in our living room.
A happy surprise to each other
because
we weren’t supposed to be together.
Superfetation the doctors said.
A miracle our parents told us.
Utterly thankful is what I am
to have experienced this
strange and ravishing and fearsome
maturation
by your side.
You and I,
the children of dreams and visions,
snuggled up in the depths of the
endometrium:
Before our hearts pumped,
we loved one another.
Before our limbs budded,
we took steps into unknown places.
Before our tongues developed,
we shared a language.
Our bodies collided
arms and legs jabbed
soft-tissue stomachs.
We pushed against elastic walls but
they pressed in on us.
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You couldn’t take it. You were
trapped and
your heart ached and
while I made myself comfortable in a cramped environment,
you understood the times.
You ripped your placenta and
escaped outside. You left
me
(your only sister!)
in this constricting womb
where our siblinghood began.
Stunned, I thought you would realize your
mistake and climb back to the warm,
amniotic fluid-filled orb we called
home.
But that’s not how birth works.
Then I longed to follow you, but I was
breached, so stuck and stubborn.
The contractions pushed
hard,
and fast
			
I held my ground in
agony as if to symbolically
reserve a place for an
unreturning guest.
Assailed and pressed, I knew I couldn’t see
you, or
speak with you. Or walk with you. But I
still loved you.
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Did you see the emergency evacuation, or
do I just imagine it?
A knife painted a slit of white in the ceiling,
large, steady Hands lifted me out
of the collapsing womb
our home.
placed New Breath in my constricted lungs,
wrapped cotton blankets around me,
for comfort, comfort, and
laid my traumatized body down
in this spacious new world
beside you, my jaundiced and heart-defected
and surviving
Brother.
You made it out too,
you whispered in the language
only we understood and I wept
for we,
we were home once more.
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On looke r
By Grace Grothe
Criminal Justice
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God’s F You
By Liz Ellis, Sociology
I get it
I’m fearfully made,
but it’s a façade.
With flickers of side-eyes and forward feelings
of which you seem fond.
Forgetting that I am as broken as my foundations,
I know you are floundering.
Because I am flying through forgotten futures,
facedown in my failures
far out of control.
Furthermore, I am furious at you.
You allowed friends and promises to feel like forever,
just to provide fake hope.
And You,
Father,
created my faithlessness,
illuminating tricks that play off
of my fainthearted fantasy.
But you repeat the
first few failures of my life.
And no matter my protesting,
you said it was good.
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My Brother
By Ashley Olson, English Teaching
looms over me, tall
as a cedar, gentle
as our mother, constant—
looking over me.
I was there, by his cradle, when he opened
his eyes to the world; by his side
when he first learned to toddle, walk, then
run. I heard him wail
when a bee stung him, I
wiped the tears from his eyes and showed him
there is still goodness in this world.
I played with him and disagreed with him
to show him how relationships are formed.
I was there for him and now
he is there for me.
I ask where the time has gone,
and how it is that he’s now a
young man.
Yet I am proud of the person he has become,
and I’ll be there for his next ‘firsts.’
Because no matter how tall he may be,
he will always be
my little
brother.
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short fiction
first place
judges’ notes:
This story is distinguished by strong, memorable character
development and patient scene building, with exceptionally
well-crafted dialogue. The writing is clean, professional, and
blessedly unadorned, and the relationship between the narrator
and the elderly man is emotionally resonant without becoming
sentimental.
				- Jessica Mesman
The narrator of this story describes well a friendship between
an older man with dementia and herself, “an old middle-eastern man and a purple-haired high schooler.” The writer skillfully depicts the coffee-shop setting, the complexity of the details
of George’s life, and the range of experiences for caretakers and
those who love people with memory loss. The writing is lively
and particular, portraying emotional material with grace and
deftness
				-Lisa Ampleman
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Decaf Memories
By Liz Ellis, Sociology
Even before he told me he loved me, I knew George loved
gardening, smoking weed, and hitting on women sixty years younger
than him.
~
He always calls me his wing woman, both for picking up girls
and for holding his arm so he can soar from one rusted table to another. I’m sure we look like quite a pair, an old middle-eastern man
and a purple-haired high schooler. Once he pulled me toward tables
of women doing Bible studies, and I pushed him to the table farthest
away from them. He hits on women like he is twenty-four because he
forgets he is eighty-three, but he also forgets things like how to tie his
shoes and when to pay his taxes. He forgets his daughter took away
the keys to his dusty, tomato-red ’82 Mercedes. The car now sleeps in
the garage, surrounded by old protest posters for Palestine and forgotten garden rakes.
When he brings the car up, saying we should take a drive in it,
I have to remind him that, like everything that once made him great,
the car too has been taken away. Sometimes, though, I brush it off
and do not give him an answer. But often he reads my face and knows
something is wrong, even though he might not remember what it is.
Crisp, new fall air beats the side of the coffee shop where
George and I spend most of his outing time. Half-filled iced lattes
litter tables, and George and I both have one in front of us. His latte is
decaf since the caffeine messes with his meds, but I keep that a secret
so he doesn’t get upset. He rattles the ice in his plastic cup when he
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slams his shaking fists onto the table.
“That fucking bitch!” he thunders. “How dare she take my
beautiful spirit away from me!” The Buddha charm bracelets loosen
around his thin wrists. I am unsure if he is talking about his car now
or about his livelihood, now reduced to me, an eighteen-year-old who
drives him to have decent coffee and to his doctors’ appointments.
George hates the doctor. He says this often, and bounces bushy
white eyebrows while adding that medication can be replaced with
weed and good sex for the same effect.
“You’re probably right, George, but you might as well help the
doctors make a living,” I say, leafing through the papers of records and
old notes, looking for a medication’s name. He nods solemnly and I
hold back a laugh. He is generous with his money, to the point that
he used to give strangers hundreds of dollars before I started walking the town square with him. He is a giving soul, but I remind him
that although it is a nice thought to give people money, he has to save
money to pay his doctor’s bills and to leave his daughter something in
his will. As a result, I have become his self-control and the keeper of
his money. A big step for someone who doesn’t even have a debit card.
George’s daughter lives with her mother in New York, across
the country from the little mountain town of Prescott, Arizona. She
does what she can for her father over the phone, but she is taking care
of her dying mother and a broken marriage.
~
On her way to the doors of the coffee shop, a woman about my
age passes the unstable table where we are perched. She dodges crabapples no bigger than a thumb, crabapples that fall like kamikazes
from the tree above.
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“George,” I say in the motherly tone I use to get him to pay		
to me, “be nice.”
But it is too late. He has already grabbed her hand. A riptide
of emotion on her face shows she is trying to decide whether to feel
disgusted or amused. Her face forms a pity-smile.
“You know you are beautiful, right?” George lightly but intentionally places his other hand on top of hers. She winces and pulls
away slightly, but not so much as to offend. A polite thank you and
she is gone, to the dismay of a hopeful and fraying George.
And then George is gone again.
His eyes glaze over and his hands bunch so hard the skin goes
from tan to white. He remembers he is no longer a young man living
on the shores of the Mediterranean Sea on the Gaza Strip. He is, in
fact, a man with no family for thousands of miles—and a man who
depends on a bright-eyed kid for daily help and affection. He is a shell
of who he was, at least when he can remember who that was.
His oversized and lumpy nose twitches and he swats a fly off
it. George is slowly dying from old age, but he sometimes forgets even
that, and for a moment he seems young again.
~
I was with George when he was diagnosed.
He turned his head away from the doctor, who said it was just
old age. I wrote down moderate dementia in the notebook I always
carry with me to doctors’ appointments, and later I called his daughter. I told her that her father was starting to slip away. He was upset
the rest of the day and didn’t even enjoy the Whole Foods sandwich
he ordered. He’d tried to order for me, but I always refused to let him
pay for me as it was against the contract I signed when I took the job
as an in-home care nurse.
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But I let him buy me something occasionally, so he knows I
value him and our friendship. Most of the time, I let him buy me the
cheapest black coffee available and then the next day say that it’s “my
turn to treat him.” I think that balances out things in the end and
keeps him happy.
~
Today is one of those days that I bought the coffee for us at the
Wild Iris. In the small shop nestled between a ravine of broken bottles and old needles and a half-used parking garage, I sit looking at
George who is still in his coma, or what I think of as his trapped-self.
When he gets like this there is nothing I can really do but let it play
out, let him work his way through the haze.
I sip my coffee and stare at the leaves that fall in circles around
the people passing by. I wonder what it’s like to have a life, an adult
life, at least. A home, a spouse, a career, maybe some kids. Will I end
up an old woman, being cared for at a coffee shop by a teenager like
me?
Will this come full circle?
Will I remember?
A woman with purple hair like mine passes and we make eye
contact and smile and for a moment it seems that, since we have the
same hair, we must know each other.
Claudia, a kind woman, a co-owner of the coffee shop, covered in colorful tattoos and smiles, taps George on the shoulder and
suddenly he is back. “Hi sweetheart!” He puts both of his long boney
hands and dirty fingernails on either side of her face and kisses her
right cheek.
“Hi George,” she says. “How are you feeling today?” She swings
her hips as if she is dancing to the tune of her own words. “Are you
enjoying your coffee?”
He nods and takes a sip after struggling with the straw.
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“That’s wonderful, George,” she says, repeating his name like
she is trying to make sure he remembers it. Claudia squeezes his
shoulder as a goodbye, nods to me, and then skips off to work.
George laughs to himself, deep and unadulterated. “She has a
lot of tattoos.”
“Yeah, do you like them?” I know his answer from conversations before.
“Would you get tattoos?” he asks.
I’m not sure if he heard my question. “Probably.” I pick up his
messenger bag from where it fell off the back of his chair. “I just don’t
have the money right now.”
“I could give you the money for one,” he says. “What are you
going to get?”
I sigh, “Thank you but I have to do this myself.”
He nods. This is the only way he will accept not helping me:
the understanding of personal responsibility.
We talk about tattoos often, because Prescott has more than
twenty drug rehab centers in the town of 43,000 and most of them
are around the downtown area. Participants of the treatment centers
go from coffee shop to coffee shop, trying to stay busy enough to stay
clean, and most have sleeves of tattoos. These men can’t get jobs until
later in the program, and most come from different states to get away
from the social circles that got them into trouble in the first place.
George takes them in, talks to them, and teaches them chess.
They call him pops, and me sister or ma’am. George calls them all son
and I smile shyly.
And then George tries to get them to stop smoking.
“I used to teach a stop-smoking class when I was younger,” he
says. “I can help you stop.”
The recovering addicts say something like, “I might take you
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up on that,” or, “No thanks, cigarettes are the only thing keeping me
clean.” Either way, they don’t stop smoking, and when they leave the
plaza to meet in huddles of smoke, George follows them usually with
me in tow, as he tries again to sway them into a life without nicotine.
I get so embarrassed by the constant pestering of strangers I
sometimes get frustrated with George, telling him we need to just go
sit down with the group of friends we’ve made and stop bothering
the people trying to rebuild their lives one cigarette at a time. But I
can see the love in his eyes when he talks to the men who’ve been cast
aside, making it known he doesn’t care where they have been, he just
wants them to have a future.
He says the same thing to me as I tell him about break ups,
mishaps, and adventures, and I don’t feel as alone.
~
George’s friends, who have become mine, consist of five or six
people huddled around coffees and loose-leaf teas, often discussing
news or social justice topics. No one is of the same religion, profession, or lifestyle, which brings interesting twists to the conversations.
Two showed up today, a good attendance for a Tuesday afternoon.
George is about finished drinking his iced latte as Michael half-limps,
half-runs to the table.
“You won’t believe the shit that happened at my tennis club!”
Michael sets his very dry cappuccino on the table and dramatically
crosses his legs.
I roll my eyes. “Hello, Michael,” I say.
He ignores my tone and continues to tell how someone had
been slightly rude, and he had taken it as a great offense. Michael is
a very dramatic retired lawyer, an atheist Jew who hates all religions
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and everyone in general, and a man who loves his two dogs more than
I thought possible. Today he is wearing the socks he made with the
dogs’ faces on them. Switching the conversation to an article about
Israel, Michael says something positive that Israelis are doing.
Robin, a Catholic Republican, female real-estate agent with a
passion for government conspiracy theories and star charts, sits next
to me and gives me a look of horror of knowing what’s going to come
next.
“The Palestinians are being persecuted by Israel!” George yells,
trying to stand up but falling prey to his weakened legs. “Thousands
of Palestinians are being killed by Israel.” He takes a large breath and
chants, “Justice for Palestine!” waving his hands in the air.
I try to calm him down, saying Michael didn’t mean anything,
he was just reading an article. Michael and Robin look around embarrassed by the scene as I explain to George that just because Michael is
a Jew, it doesn’t mean he is on Israel’s side. George sometimes doesn’t
understand when people are just talking and don’t really mean anything by it.
Everything is deep to him.
Everything has meaning and purpose.
I like to get away from the coffee shop to eat lunch, to escape
the embarrassment of interactions there. We have three regular spots
we visit but our favorite is a small café on a corner that is almost impossible to get to without getting t-boned. The Sweet Potato Café has
nice, pretty waitresses of varied ages, so George likes eating there. I
like eating there because it gives us a chance to talk, and he gets nutrients.
Getting George to eat is a challenge in and of itself. Before
I started being his best friend, his diet consisted of mostly vodka,
paninis, and whatever food the bar had that night. At the café, with
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throbbing red walls and metal chickens, clichés, and crosses, he eats
the same veggie omelet every time. He looks at the menu for a few
minutes, taps his feet which are either in sandals, shreds of what used
to be functional tennis shoes, or slippers. Then he points to one, turns
the laminated sheet around so I can read it and announces he will be
getting the veggie omelet so he can be “healthy” that day. He goes on
to say, since he has “never had it before,” that he’ll “give it a try.” Our
attendance and the selection became so predictable that the staff have
started making the omelet before we’ve been seated in our regular
booth.
~
“I’m afraid to die,” George says one time, as he eats a bite of
omelet that’s mostly green peppers.
I sip my Earl Grey tea. “I am too,” I say.
George nods and finishes chewing. “You have a long time until
you have to worry about that, though.”
“I know, but I still worry.” I start to count the chairs at a table
nearby. I count things to distract me from crying. “I mean, hypothetically, I could get hit by a car tomorrow.” I hate these repeat conversations we have about death.
He looks at the table, glancing through the ads in the placemat
and then back at me. “Aren’t you a Christian?”
I nod.
“Doesn’t that mean that you are going to Heaven?”
I pause and then ask, “Do you think you’re going to Heaven?”
He leans forward, serious. “I think I’m going to come back as
a squirrel.” He grins to show his slightly loose dentures. “Or a young
man again, so I can fall in love.”
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“Haven’t you fallen in love, George? You were married once.”
He scoffs, hating that I brought up his ex-wife. “Not the kind
of love that makes me die happy. I wish I had a love that would live on
after I died.” George lifts his chipped mug of hot water and lemon to
his lips, blows on it, then sets it down. “I am afraid of dying because I
am not done here.” He sighs. “I want to go back up to Flagstaff.”
“Maybe we could go to Flagstaff together,” I say laughing. “It’s
not that far away.”
“Would your boss let you? Could we go to Red Lobster?”
I laugh and nod.
“Can we take the Mercedes?”
“No, George. We can’t.”
~
It is nearing the end of my shift. Often there’s a friend who’s
willing to take George home later so he can stay at the coffee shop and
talk to people, but everyone there had to rush off and run errands or
go back to work. I wave to Michael and Robin as they drive out of the
parking lot, and carry our dishes over to the bin sitting outside the
door. Cookie crumbs and a crumpled napkin roll around the mug that
is carefully balanced on a small plate. George is looking over activities
printed in a three-week-old newspaper. “We should go to this workshop on Native American basket weaving over at the Smoki Museum,”
he yells from across the courtyard that is now colored burnt orange
from the setting of the sun.
I nod and help him to his feet.
“Although I am unsure if my arthritis will—” His voice breaks
and his hands grip my wrists. His face drains of color and his lips
press together until they almost disappear. “Help me!” George chokes,
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as he stares at the ground. His hands start to tremble, then shake. His
eyes fill with fear and lose focus. I realize that he is having a seizure.
~
I have always been able to stay calm in situations where other
people might freak out. When I was fifteen and working as an assistant art teacher at a camp downtown for the summer, I witnessed a
bicycle accident. I was sitting on some old fire escape stairs eating
lunch, surrounded by chattering, ponytailed children. They were
laughing about things they were making or talking about who their
teacher might be for the coming school year, and I was just listening
to the high-pitched squeals and the munching of sandwiches.
The stair case was on the back side of the light blue art gallery
in which the camp was taking place. From the top of the stairs, I could
see the courthouse and the flags attached to the restored saloons of
the western town. But the scenery didn’t distract me from witnessing
two bikers soar down the sloped alley. One of their front tires snapped
and sent the rider flying, landing hard with a skid. All the kids froze,
they looked at the biker and then at me. After telling them to all go
inside and tell the teachers what happened, I went over to the man
just in time to see the other biker pull out his phone and bike away.
The hurt man was bleeding profusely, mostly from his head and legs,
which were sprawled out on the hot Arizona blacktop. His head was
cracked open, oozing, and I sat down, crisscross-apple-sauce, and
started putting pressure on it.
I yelled to the older teachers who were now rushing out the
door to bring me paper towels and rags, and to call 911. My voice was
gruff, taking charge even though I was at least thirty years younger
than the other teachers. They did as I said, and when they came back,
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they tucked the rags underneath the legs of the now screaming man
to keep his legs from burning. The teacher on the phone with 911
asked the man what his name was and how old he was. He choked out
his age, 18, and his last name: Brown. Then he coughed and made eye
contact with me, pointing with his eyes to his mouth. He had bit off
a piece of his tongue, and it was hard for him to talk. I positioned my
hand and he spit a combination of flesh, thick blood and dirt onto my
palm. He then recited his mother’s phone number between winces
and surges of pain.
It felt like forever until the ambulance got there. I sat with his
head in my lap, stroking his hair and telling him it would be alright,
help was on the way. I changed the paper towels that were soaking
up blood from his head wound. When the ambulance got there the
EMT said that I had helped prevent his death because I immediately
provided pressure to his head and thanked me for my quick thinking.
After they took him away, I went into the art gallery and realized my
arms were covered in blood. I washed them with bleach and then
soap and water, then sat down and finished my lunch.
~
“Let’s sit you back down here, Georgie. It’s okay just hold on to
me.” His knees bend just enough for me to ease him down and set our
bags on the table. “Breathe, Georgie,” I coo. “It’s alright, I got you.” I
hold his lower back strongly with one arm to make sure he doesn’t tip.
His nails dig into my forearm that is supporting his other hand.
And then it’s over, and he has no memory of what happened.
I call his friend Dan, the almost bald man with kind eyes and
a loving heart who takes George home, and I clock out but stay worried the rest of the day. George is with a man who knows how to care
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for him and get him help better than me, but I still flash back. Could
I have done something different? What if we had just stayed at his
home that day?
~
After the seizure, I call George even on my days off to remind
him to take his seizure medication. I remind him because sometimes
he forgets, but he hates them every time. I don’t know if it is the
medication or if he can’t remember why he is taking them in the first
place. Either way, he curses them under his breath when I hand him
the pill to take with his decaf coffee. No matter how much he protests,
I make sure he takes them.
Winter months turn to spring, and the Northern Arizona
tundra goes from the snow-draped mountains to green peaks that
desperately soak in the water draining from the melting ice off the
San Francisco Peaks in Flagstaff. George starts to tell me then that he
loves me. When we say goodbye, or when I pick up the coffees from
the counter and remember his sugar packet, I start to say it back.
But as quickly as the words of attachment come, the I love yous
slowly shift into threats of death. “How should I do it?” George asks.
“Should I stick my head in my oven?” He moves his queen to block off
an attack on the chess board. The idea of ending his own life seems as
simple as ending my king’s life, as meaningless as a game.
I laugh in a nervous way, sucking in to create a hollow in which
the pain can collect. “You have an electric oven George. Besides, it
would crush me.” Death is an idea I’m used to by now, but it is supposed to be postponed—forever if possible.
Death is something to fight against, not long for.
I wince at the thought of going to his house and finding him
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keeled over in his kitchen. “Georgie, you know you can’t do that to
me.”
He stares at the checkered mat, laid out on top of the old table
next to the dusty window, the one farthest away from the heavy door
to the coffeeshop. He ignores me and moves a pawn as a trap for my
knight, a bad one.
He’s getting worse at chess as he deteriorates, or maybe I am
getting better.
George taught me how to play chess. He said that it would help
keep his mind going. He often forgets we play together, becoming very
excited when he learns I know how to play. At first it frustrates me,
him forgetting something I thought made us unique. But every time I
remind him, his chestnut eyes widen, like he’s seen a ghost he’s overjoyed to perceive. And for a moment he forgets about the fact that he
is at the end of his own game.
~
After my senior year of high-school, I moved across the country to go to college. George was quickly moved into a care home near
downtown. He said it was because no one could replace me, but I
knew it was because he was too far gone. I would get updates from
his friends, asking me when I was coming back, and had I talked to
George? Although I would see him when I visited for breaks, I barely
called him. Guilty tears would run down my cheeks as he would beg
me to come back to Arizona and break him out of the “prison” he was
in.
He once told me it broke his heart when I left.
But I think it broke mine more when he forgot that I left at all
and asked when I would be over that day, saying he couldn’t wait to
see me.
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~
Over the next few years he moved to a memory care home. I
would spend summers with him after I got off my full-time job. Sit
with him, taking him to the back garden in his wheelchair, often
fighting him to stay in it. Most of the time he reclined in bed, asleep
for days, and when he was awake, he was in the constant haze of his
disease.
On days where he was the strongest, I’d bring him to Wild Iris
with a nurse’s order to keep him in a wheel chair, which we never followed. People at the coffee shop and care home praised me. “You take
time out of your day to visit an old patient? What an incredible young
woman you are.”
But he wasn’t a patient or a charity case to me.
I knew his life story, could repeat his job history word-forword, and I knew his favorite foods and how much he loved living in
New York. I have to be here to know how the story ends, to be a part
of it.
I am in a Walmart parking lot when I get the text that he has
died. I’m trapped downtown due to a dentist appointment and a
surprise snowstorm. My chest hollows out, like the time he told me
he wanted to die. This wasn’t supposed to happen. He was supposed
to live longer. He was going to live for me. He was supposed to know I
graduated college. He was supposed to attend my wedding, teach me
more about the unrest in Palestine.
The day before his death was his 86th birthday.
This is the memory that comes to me: It’s over my Christmas
break; his friends and I hold a cake and stand around his hospital
bed, holding his hands. He hasn’t woken up for weeks, but when he
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hears my voice and feels my fingers trace the wrinkles on his face, his
great white brows rise like he’s telling one of his jokes. For a second,
he’s back, full of mischief, saying he loves me with his eyebrows, and
just for an instant, telling me:
“My love will live on through you.”
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Art Alley II
By Arwen Reno
Theatre
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Jell-O Recipes

For Emily Anastasia, rain-roller extraordinaire
By Emily Wikner, Spanish
Caroline sat down in the reception area of Cindy’s Hair Boutique and began flipping through the latest issue of Seventeen. She
was examining an article entitled “6 Ways to Ask Your Crush to
Homecoming” when her cellphone dinged and vibrated.
Caroline opened her phone and saw that she had a message
from Allyson Steeple. “Change of plans. Meet at my place at 7 for pictures instead of 6.”
“Why?” Caroline quickly typed back.
She saw the oscillating three dots, a precursor to Allyson’s reply.
“Caroline?” a voice called. It sounded sickly-sweet, like the
smell of Cindy’s scented hairspray.
Not wanting to be rude, Caroline stuffed her phone back into
her shallow jeans pocket. She stood up and raised her hand a little.
“I’m Caroline.”
Her phone buzzed with another text. She began to reach for
her phone, but a middle-aged woman emerged from behind the back
station, looking like she’d put substantial effort into making herself
look younger. Her bright red hair was faded at the roots and curled up
at the ends. She had also styled it over a bump-it. Did no one tell her
that went out of style three years ago? The woman’s face was caked in
make-up, her most prominent feature the false eyelashes which made
her blink for a split second too long. An apron covered most of her
torso, but not enough to hide the gaudy necklace or the rips in her
jeans that were clearly bought from a teen’s boutique.
“Well, aren’t you a doll?” the woman said while reaching out
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for a handshake. “I’m Cindy!” She grasped onto Caroline’s hand, still
itching to pull out her phone and read the message Allyson sent her
about their homecoming plans for later that evening.
“Pleasure to meet you,” Caroline said with all the Southern
hospitality her mother tried to instill in her as a child. “All the girls at
school rave about your work. Is it true that you can do anything with
any type of hair?”
“The rumors are true,” Cindy sang. “Just step into my chair,
and I’ll become your personal fairy godmother for the evening. Except
my magic doesn’t run out at midnight.” She winked at Caroline in the
mirror.
Cindy draped a cape over Caroline’s shoulders and began
combing through her flat chestnut hair. “So, darlin’,” Cindy crooned.
“What sort of hairdo do you want for your big night?”
Caroline’s phone buzzed in her pocket again. Her hands
gripped the chair handles to resist whipping out her phone. “I was
thinking about some braids in the front that lead to a pile of curls in
the back. Or is that too hard to do?”
“Too hard to do?” Cindy scoffed. “I could do that hairdo in my
sleep, doll. What you really need is something unique that will catch
everybody’s attention at that big dance of yours.”
Caroline shrugged. “Do whatever you think is best then.”
Cindy smiled and began the long process of curling Caroline’s thick tresses, the first step in some elaborate hairstyle Caroline
couldn’t understand. All she knew is that she would look great all
through the night.
“So, darlin’.” Cindy wrapped a strand of Caroline’s hair around a
curling wand. “Where do you go to school?”
“I’m a senior at Roosevelt,” Caroline replied.
“Oh my!” Cindy raised her eyebrows as she released the curl.
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“Did you know? Well, I don’t know if I should tell you this.”
“Know what?”
Cindy leaned in and whispered. “It’s all over town that the upperclassmen have a rather…um…scandalous homecoming tradition.”
“Really?” Caroline widened her eyes in an attempt to appear
innocent. “What sort of tradition?”
“You don’t know? Surely a girl like you would be in the loop on
the Jell-O wrestling. All my earlier homecoming appointments were
talking about it.”
Caroline shook her head. “I’m afraid I don’t know what you’re
talking about. What is Jell-O wrestling?”
Cindy looked all too delighted to tell Caroline that Jell-O
wrestling was when the senior class, without official permission from
the school authorities, met at night in a local park, filled a large kiddie
pool from individual homemade pans of Jell-O, and watched the girls
of the junior and senior class wrestle one another with the purpose of
pulling each other’s shirts off. Like some sort of messed-up crossover
between powderpuff football and a potluck. Students from all classes came to watch and cheer. The Roosevelt High faculty were upset
because they disliked how it represented the school, but they couldn’t
legally do anything about it because the event took place off school
property.
Caroline, of course, had attended the Jell-O wrestling event for
three years and thought it quaint that her hairstylist had left out the
part of ogling high school boys trying to grope girls’ breasts after they
exited the Jell-O pool and cheering when they got a touch. Other than
that, you’ve got a pretty accurate picture there, Cindy.
“And did you hear what Allyson Steeple did at the Jell-O wrestling last night?” Cindy continued.
“No,” Caroline said in complete honesty, before slipping in a
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lie. “I don’t know Allyson Steeple all that well.” Her phone buzzed in
her pocket again. Her hands burned with the urge to pull it out, to
read any text messages that could tell her what Allyson hadn’t told her
since she walked back to her car early last night, covered in sticky red
Jell-O, chest aching from lack of breath and the sheer force of Melanie Fuller, the state champion discus thrower who she’d squared off
against.
What did Allyson do? she wondered. Why would people be
spreading rumors about her? If something happened to her, why hasn’t
she told me about it yet? I’m her best friend. Is what happened related
to why she pushed our meeting time back tonight?
“It’s all my earlier clients could talk about while I styled their
hair,” Cindy said. “The rumors say that Allyson kissed her best friend’s
boyfriend after she won a wrestling match.” Cindy pulled strands of
Caroline’s hair over one another, making a tight braid. “The other girls
have not been very gracious in the names they’ve called Allyson, if you
know what I’m talking about, sweetheart.”
Caroline tried to nod in agreement, but she felt like someone
stabbed her in the gut. She shuddered as she imagined which of her
classmates had used the slippery words of slut and whore to describe
Allyson. Allyson. The same Allyson who gave up her birthday cupcake
in second grade because stupid Tommy Hardin smashed Caroline’s
on the ground and there weren’t any spares. The same Allyson who
founded the anti-bullying campaign in junior high after Melanie Fuller posted negative comments on every single one of Caroline’s Instagram posts. The same Allyson who stayed up all night on the phone as
Caroline wept over her parent’s divorce two years ago.
Then, the image of Allyson kissing Ryan stabbed her from the
other side. Allyson knew that Caroline had a crush on Ryan since they
shared a music stand together in band in seventh grade. She was the
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one who encouraged Caroline to go for the relationship after Ryan had
slipped a not-so-anonymous valentine into her locker.
But recently, Allyson had been having fights with her own boyfriend, Eric. Since she and Ryan were friends via Caroline, she often
went to him for relationship advice. Could they have developed feelings for each other while discussing Allyson’s relationship problems?
It didn’t seem out of the question.
“What more did the rumors say?” Caroline asked. She needed
to know. “I don’t know Allyson all that well, but she doesn’t seem like
the type of girl to do that sort of thing.”
“Some people will surprise ya, darlin’.” Cindy sighed. “People
aren’t always like they appear on the outside.”
“Yes, but what happened?”
“Apparently there’s a video circulating around some type of
social media—InstaChat or something—of Allyson kissing the boyfriend of that poor girl.” Cindy popped her gum. “Lord knows I pity
the girl who’s about to find out that her best friend has eyes for her
man.”
Caroline’s phone buzzed again, but she felt too sick to answer
it.
“It’s just like I told ya, sweetheart.” Cindy swept Caroline’s curls
into a side ponytail at the base of her neck. “Some people just aren’t
what they appear on the outside.”
~
After Caroline paid $70.38 for the work Cindy did on her hair
and left a $5 tip for the gossip she provided, she whipped out her
phone to look at the banners of text messages she had missed while
she was sitting in the salon chair.
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Allyson Steeple
Ryan told me he couldn’t come ‘til late. Thought you wouldn’t
want to take pictures without your boyfriend here.
Sara O’Laughlin
OMG. Heard ur still going to homecoming with Allyson. Bold
after what she did to u last night.
Ryan Davis
Hey darling. Just picked up your corsage for the dance tonight.
Sorry I’m coming late. It’s a work thing. Can’t wait to see you!
Melanie Fuller
Hey bitch. Thought I should warn u before u go to homecoming with that skank.
Caroline closed her eyes and leaned against the cool brick wall.
What am I going to do? The answer came to her quickly. Play dumb.
She texted Melanie, figuring that despite her meanness, Melanie would be more than willing to drop more details on the juicy
gossip going around. Warn me about what?
Melanie was all too quick to text back. U don’t know?
No.
That slut u call a best friend kissed ur boyfriend.
Caroline felt like she was being punched in the gut all over
again. She inhaled and decided to channel Melanie’s boldness right
back at her.
Prove it, she texted.
Melanie replied immediately. Check Twitter. Caroline could
practically hear the taunt infused in what she texted next. Told u
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Allyson was too perfect to be ur best friend. There had to be something
wrong with her.
~
After she got home, Caroline ran upstairs to her bedroom and
downloaded Twitter onto her phone. “C’mon, c’mon, c’mon,” she
whispered to the glowing electronic device that would give her the
answers to all her questions. “I need you to load faster.”
Caroline quickly went through the process of creating a new
account and chose the handle @carybear416 haphazardly before following the most popular and gossipy members of the Roosevelt High
senior class.
She scrolled through their posts. Her insides twisted as she
read tweet after tweet calling Allyson as a slut, whore, and skank, although there were a few that called Ryan a douchebag and a cheating
asshole. The most interesting one was a poorly photoshopped picture
of Allyson and Ryan making out in a pool of Jell-O captioned roosevelt’s homecoming Jell-O wrestling king and queen #ryllyson.
After several minutes of wading through the spiteful tweets
toward Allyson, Caroline found a video posted by Melanie Fuller entitled “proof Allyson Steeple is a skank.”
Hesitant, she clicked on the link.
She watched a 12-second video clip of a sticky, red-greenand-blue-colored Allyson marching up to Ryan, tapping him on the
shoulder, spinning him around, and dipping him down for a kiss. The
video clip ended 5 seconds into a passionate kiss and a member of the
football team yelling, “Yeah Davis! Way to get some!”
Caroline sobbed. It was true. Allyson had kissed Ryan.
And he had kissed her back.
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It wasn’t hard to believe. When she was busy practicing for
All-State auditions, they would often grab a practice room of their
own to work on their homework and wait for her. Once when she was
done practicing, she found Allyson crying in a ball on the floor while
Ryan stroked her back to calm her down. She couldn’t help but wonder what else had happened in those practice rooms when she wasn’t
around to see or hear.
She wept Disney-princess-style onto her duvet. Even if she had
her makeup on, she wouldn’t have cared. When she didn’t have the
energy to to weep anymore, she rolled over and stared at the glowin-the-dark star sticker constellations she and Allyson stuck on the
ceiling as giggling thirteen-year-olds.
“Ally, don’t put that sticker there!”
“Why not?” Allyson said. “It looks pretty there.”
“Maybe so,” Caroline had said matter-of-factly, “but you are
ruining the dimensional proportions of Cygnus.”
“Awww you’re such a nerd,” Allyson teased, but she dutifully
moved the sticker to create a more accurate replica of the constellations.
Caroline teared up at the memory. It reminded her of how,
after her first kiss with Ryan, she immediately called Allyson when she
got home to relay all the juicy details.
“Oh my goodness, Ally. It was so weird. But it was so magical.
But it was also kind of gross.”
“Good lord, Caroline. You are the only person I know who could
describe a first kiss as gross.”
“But it was!”
“No it wasn’t. You said it was magical. Tell me how it was magical.”
“Well, he took me to an evening showing of Les Misérables and
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afterwards he invited me to go for a walk by the riverbank path, where
there were bright multi-colored lights that sparkled in the water’s reflection. We were holding hands which was really sweet, but he suddenly stopped and said, ‘Caroline. I’m really sorry to ruin the moment, but
I have to ask you a question.’ So I asked him what was going on and
then he asked if he could kiss me.”
Allyson squealed. “Ahh! That’s so romantic. Oh Cary, I’m so
happy for you.”
“Yeah,” Caroline said, still feeling tingly and enamored from the
memory. “But the best part was that there was a clear sky, and Cygnus
was at its peak and so he kissed me underneath the light of my favorite
constellation.”
Caroline turned back over and sobbed more ugly tears into her
pillow. Then, out of sheer habit, she reached for her phone and dialed
Allyson’s number. She didn’t even realize what she had done until she
heard Allyson’s voice on the other end.
“Caroline? What’s up?” Allyson said. She sounded hesitant.
“Wait. Are you crying? Why are you crying?” Caroline didn’t answer.
She clutched her pillow and curled into a ball instead. “You found
out about the kiss.” Allyson’s voice went quiet on the other end of the
phone.
“Yeah,” Caroline whimpered. “And I’ve been on Twitter and the
things people are…are saying about you are…I dunno...”
“Awful?”
“Yeah. But…but then there’s the video and you clearly kissed
Ryan and I…I just don’t know what to believe anymore.” She began
crying again.
“Okay,” Allyson said softly. “Wait. Not that what happened was
okay. But what happened definitely is not what Twitter makes it out to
be.”
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“What happened then?” Caroline said, wiping a tear from her
eye.
“So I had just beaten Maddie Thompson in a wrestling match
and everyone was getting really hyped right? And I really wanted to
find Eric, so I could give him a victory kiss, so we could have a nice
memory for once instead of all these fights we’ve been having. But it
was really dark and…” She hesitated for a moment. “And I drank a few
beers after you left, and a victory Jell-O-shot, so I was a little tipsy.
Ryan was nearby talking to a bunch of football guys with his back
turned, and you know how Ryan and Eric kinda have the same hair?”
Caroline nodded, trying to understand even though Ryan’s
messy dark curls resembling Eric’s untidy fade was a stretch at best.
“Yeah, so I was feeling super confident, walked up to him,
tapped him on the shoulder, spun him around, and … kissed him. I
didn’t even know it was Ryan until I heard the gasp of the crowd and
suddenly, people’s phones were flashing and when I pulled away, it
was Ryan. Not Eric.”
Caroline bit her lip, trying to choke down a sob.
“Caroline?” Allyson said. “Please say something.”
“I can’t,” Caroline whispered. She hung up and sobbed into her
pillow.
~
A knock sounded on the door. “Caroline?” her mother’s soft
voice said.
“Go away,” Caroline said, trying to sound moody the way her
older sister did when she was in high school. That normally made
their parents leave her alone. “I don’t want to talk to right now.”
“Alright honey. I’ll go away. But there’s someone here who’s not
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going away until you come out and feel better.”
Caroline rose up from her position of crying on the bed.
“What?”
Someone jostled the doorknob of the locked door. “Cary,” Allyson’s voice said. “You are not spending our senior homecoming miserable and locked in your bedroom.”
“Yes, I am.”
“No, you’re not.”
“I don’t want to talk to you right now Allyson.”
“Fine. I can wait.”
Half an hour later Caroline crouched down by the crack of her
door and saw Allyson’s blue eyes staring back at her.
“Are you seriously not gone yet?” she said into the carpet.
“Are you seriously not going to come out yet?”
Caroline sat up and glared at the door. She wouldn’t have given
Allyson the satisfaction of eye contact anyway. “I’m not going to come
out until you go away.”
“And I’m not going to go away until you come out,” Allyson
retorted. “Plus, you’ll get hungry and need to come out for food.”
“I’ll jump out the window.”
“You’re terrified of heights,” Allyson said. “You couldn’t climb
out of the window if the house was on fire.”
Caroline scrunched up her face. She knew Allyson was right,
but she wouldn’t let her have the satisfaction of knowing that. As she
was searching for a witty reply, a 95% dark chocolate bar slid under
the door. Everyone thought that Caroline was crazy for genuinely
enjoying 95% dark chocolate, including Allyson. You might as well eat
cocoa powder straight out of the container, Allyson always said. But
here she was, sliding a bar of Caroline’s favorite chocolate under her
locked bedroom door.
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“I also didn’t know,” Allyson said, “if you were ‘I-need-to-eat-aloaded-burrito’ kind of sad, ‘I-need-to-eat-a-pint-of-peanut-butterRocky-Road’ sad, or ‘I’m-craving-a-Thai-noodle-bowl’ sad.” Caroline
blinked. “So I brought all three.”
Caroline cracked a smile from her side of the door. “I’m guessing the only way I can eat my sorrows away is if I open the door and
let you in?”
“Yup,” Allyson replied. “That or I get a ladder and climb up
through your window.”
Caroline reached up and turned the doorknob. On the other
side she saw Allyson’s hair curled, face covered with makeup, and
body clothed in sweatpants and a tie-dye T-shirt, surrounded by a
cluster of takeout bags.
She reached out to embrace her friend. “Thanks for coming
anyway,” she whispered.
~
“Can I tell you more about the kiss?” Allyson said halfway
through the Thai noodles. “Not that I want to share details about how
your boyfriend’s a good kisser. Not that I think he’s a good kisser. I
mean, like, he’s a good kisser for you, but…”
“I get what you mean,” Caroline said, slightly mortified that
Allyson had called Ryan a good kisser. “But I’m not sure I want to talk
about that quite yet.”
“Please?” Allyson asked. “With all the drama that’s going to
happen at school on Monday, I want you to know the full story.”
Caroline spun her fork around a clump of noodles and slurped
them into her mouth. “I guess if you think it will make things better.”
Allyson explained that after she and Ryan had stopped kissing,
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Ryan looked at her and then looked utterly confused. “I swear Caroline, he looked devastated after he realized what he had done. Witnesses of the kiss were yelling and telling him to kiss me again, but he
shouted back at them and told them to shut up. They wouldn’t let up,
so he grabbed my arm and pulled me out of the crowd. Then we ran
down the hill to where his car was.”
Caroline could see snot dribbling down from Allyson’s perfect
nose and grabbed her a tissue.
“The things people were shouting at us were awful.” Allyson
blew her nose. “Anyway, we went to his car and Ryan drove me home.
He was silent the whole way, but when he was dropping me off, he
made me promise that I wouldn’t tell you because he wanted to be
the one you heard everything from.” She paused. “He didn’t want this
incident to affect our friendship.”
Both girls went silent.
“We are still friends, right?” Allyson whispered as she looked
between Caroline and the collection of take-out on the floor. Her eyes
glistened.
Caroline reached over the melting tub of Rocky Road and
gave her friend a hug. “We’re still friends,” she whispered back. “Also,”
she said pulling out of the hug, “How stupid do you think I am that I
wouldn’t find out about this whole fiasco? It blew up an entire corner
of the Internet!”
Allyson wiped a tear-streaked line of eyeliner off her face. “I
was counting on the fact that you don’t have Twitter,” she admitted. “I
was hoping Ryan would tell you himself so…I don’t know…It wouldn’t
hurt you as much.” Allyson tried to wipe tears away but they came
too quickly. “Oh Caroline, I wanted to call you so bad. It was so hard
seeing those stupid twitter posts. Everyone at school thinks I’m a slut
now and my inbox filled up with all sorts of awful messages and I
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don’t even know how I’m going go to school on Monday.”
Caroline put her hand on Allyson’s shoulder. “Not everyone
hates you Ally. And Melanie Fuller will get bored with this drama and
bully someone else next month. Everyone will forget it eventually.”
Allyson cried harder. “I don’t care if everyone at school hates
me,” she said between sobs. “But Eric hates me now. He saw the whole
thing live. And he broke up with me over text.”
“That’s low,” Caroline said. “I’m so sorry Ally.”
“Right?” sniffled Allyson. “I tried to call him, but he won’t
return my phone calls.” She burst into more tears. “And it’s all because
I was stupid and got drunk at a dumb high school tradition that’s not
even all that fun.”
Caroline moved the soupy ice cream aside and let her best
friend cry.
~
“Do you know what time it is?” Allyson said, wiping her nose
between pathetic sniffles.
“Not really.”
“The homecoming dance is starting now,” she said wistfully. “If
none of this had happened, we would have already taken our pictures
and be dancing to bad music right now.”
“We could still go you know.”
“No,” Allyson said. “I wanted to before, but I couldn’t stand the
humiliation now. Besides,” she looked Caroline up and down. “What
do you think people would say if we showed up like this?”
Caroline examined Allyson’s facial features and felt the disarray of curls that Cindy had so meticulously placed on her head earlier
that afternoon. “Well, you look like an underdressed and overly
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emotional beauty queen.”
“I do not!” Allyson said, giggling between her sniffles. She
pulled out a compact mirror and held it up to her face. “Okay fine.
I do look like a beauty queen who wept after she didn’t win the pageant.”
“And I look like my normal self,” continued Caroline. “Except
that raccoons messed up my hair after fairies braided it.”
“Yep, it’s settled,” Allyson said. “We cannot show up to the
homecoming dance looking like this. We’d be the laughing-stock of
the high school in addition to being the latest gossip.” She sighed. “It
still sucks that we’re missing our senior homecoming though.”
“We could still do something,” Caroline suggested. “Something
that none of the other seniors will do. Then they’ll be the ones missing out on our senior homecoming.”
A rumble of thunder sounded outside. “What would we do
though?” Allyson asked.
Caroline looked at Allyson, her hazel eyes mischievous and
sparkling. “How long does it take for Jell-O to set?”
~
“Cary, I’m not sure this is a good idea,” Allyson said over the
patter of raindrops drumming on the roof of Caroline’s Jeep. The distant thunder made the dark midnight clouds shudder. “What happens
if one of us gets hurt? Or struck by lightning?”
“We’re not going to get struck by lightning. And it’s a perfectly
safe thing to do if we’re smart about it. My cousin Emily did it once at
her camp, and she said it was the funnest thing she’s ever done.”
They stepped out of the Jeep holding two dishes of Jell-O and a
box of trash bags. They walked past the flattened patch of grass from
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where the infamous Jell-O pool had been the night before until they
reached the edge of a short, steep slope the Roosevelt cross country
team used for hill training.
“Like this,” Caroline said. She dumped the Jell-O onto the grass
and put a clean trash bag on top of it. Then she sat on top of the trash
bag, feeling the smoosh of the gelatinous rectangle beneath her.
She looked over her shoulder at Allyson, who now looked like a
drenched overly emotional beauty queen. “Are you coming?”
Allyson cautiously sat down behind Caroline on the makeshift
toboggan and grasped her waist.
“On three,” Caroline said. “One, two...”
“Three!” Allyson shouted as she leaned her body into Caroline’s.
They laughed all the way down the hill in the pouring rain.
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Weaving a Work of Art
By Alyssa Glanz
Translation and Interpretation: Spanish
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Breath
By Alexis Karsjens, Literature
August 14, 2008
The kitchen sink is filled with empty plates from the previous
night’s potluck. Crumbs litter the floor beneath the table, a ladybug
crawls the drywall ceiling above the picture window, and the landline
rings as I’m finishing up my nebulizer treatment.
I barely hear the phone above the rumble of the machine.
“Can you pick that up, Mackenzie?” Mom calls from living
room.
“Can’t,” I call back. “I’m finishing up.”
She stomps into the kitchen, saying, “Well, then if it’s one of
those ladies from the auxiliary committee calling about only bringing
a dozen instead of a baker’s dozen for the church bake sale stall, I will
give them a good piece of my mind. I’m tired of them tellin’ me that
I’m not following the rules,” she says.
Mom picks up the phone and a familiar voice answers on the
other side, and she’s quiet for a long time until, “Yes, Mrs. Johnson. I
will make another batch. I’ll send Mackenzie to bring them straight
over after supper.”
The scratchy voice of Mrs. Henrietta Johnson is just loud
enough for me to hear. Henrietta, I call her, though I’m supposed
to call her Mrs. Johnson. She doesn’t deserve that kind of respect,
though. She is the type of woman who wouldn’t let anyone touch the
doilies on the end table and over the top of the sofa even after you
washed your hands with the strongest bar soap. She’s a complete neat
freak.
And I hate her.
“Mrs. Johnson, please I can’t get it over there until then.” Mom
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says into the phone. Mom hates Henrietta too. There’s another pause
and Mom begins to play with a pencil, breaking its point on the edge
of the counter. Her face turns red.
Mom tends to get angry easier now. “Yes, I know Wheel of
Fortune is on at six thirty,” she says, “You know Mike is in the field
and will be there till late. And with Calin being…” She looks like she
is about to blow. “Alright. Mackenzie will bring them over around
three this afternoon.” She abruptly hangs up. “I swear she will give me
a stroke before I turn fifty. Mackenzie when you go over there, please
behave. Don’t use her first name, got it?”
Mom’s face is still red thirty minutes later when she begins to
make the cookies Henrietta “asked nicely for.” I look out the picture
window across from the table. The sun touches me, warming my face
with light and I watch the ladybug once again tap tap tap the window
with its delicate wings.
By the time Mom finishes making the cookies, I’m even less
willing to go to Henrietta’s house than I had been before, which
wasn’t really that much to begin with. Sweat runs down the side of
my forehead; the air conditioner sits in the windowsill, not running.
Dad’s supposed to fix it.
We haven’t had air for a week and a half.
Our house itself is an old Victorian monstrosity in the midst
of a grove of trees in the middle of Nowhere, which I call “Nowhere”
even though there once were seventy-four farms in this area. The
house was purple at one point but now the purple has been covered in
three inches of yellow dirt and caked with spades of grass from yesterday’s mow.
I watch the clock’s minute hand dwindle down to 2:30. I need
twenty minutes to walk to Henrietta’s home, about a mile and a
quarter south of our farm. My bike is out of commission; someone at
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the grocery store drove over the thing and left it in the middle of the
street.
I decide to straggle along out the backdoor.
The screen slams behind me, and the wicker basket of cookies
scratches the side of my legs.
“Have a good attitude, Mackenzie!” Mom says. “I don’t want
to have a call from her later on complaining. If I do, I’ll enroll you at
Breckinridge! I swear it!” Breckinridge was the reformed school in
Iowa City. She’s been threatening this ever since Calin left. My mom
calls out of the screen, “And stay away from the creek!”
I know she blames me for what happened last May.
~
I yell back over my shoulder that I’ll be good, eyes rolling. I
walk up the driveway and onto the road. Look left then right, then
make my way across the road to the mailbox. I dig through the letters
trying to find the newspaper.
We’ve always been sent two copies of The Gossamer Gazette
and Henrietta pays us the difference when we bring one of the copies
to her.
I fold the paper and stuff it into the basket and continue down
the road, kicking a rock with the toe of my shoe. The long grass in the
ditch rounds up, as if it was blown over by the south wind. I decide
to cut through the ditch, making my way to the deer path that snakes
into the woods on the other side. The small wood across from the
house is a pocket of birch, elm, and beech trees that grow close to the
creek bed.
I’ve grown up like a deer, traversing the same beaten paths over
the years. Always have always known these woods didn’t belong to me,
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though—nor did the creek or the swimming hole that my brother and
I frequented. The woods feel like they belong to the wind that makes
the trees bend.
I continue along, weaving through wild indigo, and come upon
a clearing.
I see the tree at once. Or what used to be it.
Haven’t walked by it in a very long time. None of us have. It’s
a heap of twigs now, blades of grass peaking between its downed
branches. The path that once led to it is gone too.
I walk through the grass that grew over what used to be a wellworn path. Tiles from the roof of the old tree house are scattered all
over the ground beside the heap. I stare at it some more with a wave
of regret. And I remember the last time I saw it. Calin wrote that
moment. I found his small notebook under the mattress last month.
That notebook was the only thing I had left of him before Mom and
Dad cleaned out his room. Mom couldn’t handle seeing his room full
of his things without him. I kept the notebook; I hid it. Mom wanted
everything of his gone. But I read the notebook every night. It felt like
he was there in every word. I memorized a few.
Its bark stretches, reaches for the sky and
slowly bends again, pulling its limbs to the ground.
In one sweeping motion, an Eternal dance occupies its
rings. The wooden house sits on top. Some
branch bends under its weight.
Are we ever far away but close? Mackenzie asks.
And I say, Always.
We are. Always.
Close to those memories of the s’mores
dribbling down our chins, watching another
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tree burn on a bench on the gravel drive.
But with those close moments I don’t tell her
I have my college rejection letter hiding
in the company of my socks. Because I want
nothing more than right now
to continue to sit in this wind,
breathing in the satisfaction that
I feel in breathing in this place and
breathing out what’s at the end
of the dust driveway across from the house.
Crumbs drop from her mouth,
a bubble forms in my throat. I feel like I’m
talking under water,
a voice breathes in softly.
The dust clouds up more as another car
zooms past. She leans,
head on my shoulder;
her forehead, warm and wet
from heat. She breathes
lightly.
The bench still sits there in its lonely spot in the long blades,
but it’s turned over now. The back of the bench stretches gently in
the long grass, along with three massive bolts that once held the tree
together, rusted now and scattered.
It’s been a long time since I’ve been here. We used to come
here often.
The long grass curls around my ankles and I stop. The breeze’s
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breath carried faint laughter once; now a spinning of blown daisy
fragments scatter.
The air condenses. It’s hard to breathe. My eyes water but no
tears fall. I breathe through my nose as best as I can, trying to calm my
fiery lungs.
~
My five-year-old hands couldn’t reach the blocks of wood Daddy
bolted to the trunk of the climbing tree. “Mommy, mommy! I wan’ up!”
The sun was setting behind the rows of corn. We were all there—Mommy, Daddy, and Calin.
Calin was ten. He was a showoff.
The wind howled through the air around us. It was July. Mommy
said it’s too humid; we should have gone back home. But Mommy didn’t
move from the swing chair. It made noises when she moved back and
forth. I didn’t like it.
Mommy was looking for something. I didn’t know what. She was
looking where the sun was going to sleep. That’s what Calin said the
sun does. It needs to go to bed too.
I started to climb the wooden blocks. The tree house was too
high though. I got to the second step and said, “Mommy, Mommy, look
at me!”
“Stop right there! You ain’t goin’ up there.” Mommy looked at me
climbing. “Get down. You’re goin’ to hurt yourself!”
Mommy didn’t like it when I whined. She looked at me with that
face and I knew that I couldn’t change Mommy’s mind.
So, I tried the next best thing.
“Calin, help up,” I yelled. He was already in the tree house. His
blond head popped out of the doorway.
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I started coughing. It hurt. Momma looked at me—scared.
~
I wipe my eyes of the dust as I pass the overgrown path leading
to the swimming hole. Dad hasn’t mowed the path this year.
Understandable.
A hive of bees buzzes overhead, and I begin to pick up my
pace. I will not be stung today. I stop in the long grass that sits near
the bank of the swimming hole, away from where I know the beehive
is. A cattail bends under the weight of my hand as I push it away. The
currents softly carry a small stick and sand rises from the bottom,
pushed up by some unseen force.
~
“Three. Two. One—” Calin’s hushed voice counted and then
jumped, bracing for the impact of the cold water. I threw the flannel,
once tied around my waist, into the soft sand next to the swimming
hole. I heard the sound of a woodpecker pecking away at a birch tree,
drowned out by the crash of the dark fresh water as Calin cannonballed
in. There were a lot of different birds by the swimming hole—a lot of
snakes, too.
I followed him in, jumping off the small ledge that the water had
eroded over the years. The water was cold and I felt something touch
my leg. Felt its scales touch my toes. A little bit slimy, even. It got colder the farther I let myself sink.
I couldn’t feel my toes then.
I kicked to reach the surface again. Calin was already at the top
of the small cliff side again. He was about ready to jump onto me. But,
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I moved just in time and he missed me by only a little. I crawled out of
the water too. Below the currents of the creek, the swimming hole was
a sinkhole originally, but it got filled up when the Marks re-routed the
creek to cut through their cattle pasture.
A small snake slithered around in the tall grass near my foot, as
I was ready to jump again. This time I was going to get Calin.
But he was already at the other end of the creek. He crawled
onto the bank opposite me and started to make faces at me. I called
over to him as I jumped back in to the swimming hole. Coughed as the
water hit my face. I swallowed a bit of it, and it hurt.
When I reached the surface again, I coughed some more.
“Hey, you alright?” Calin called.
But I dove under the surface and grabbed a fist full of cold sand
and mud from the creek bottom near the shore. Cupped the mixture in
my palms, trying to stop it from seeping out through my fingers while I
was under the water yet. I broke the surface, hiding the mud.
“Wanna bet?” I made my way out of the creek. The sand and
mud contraption fell through my fingers as I crashed out of the water.
His concerned look turned into a smile.
“Yup.” Calin made a run for it and I followed him until he
tripped over a log hiding in the brush. I caught up to him and found
him laughing in the grass.
“Take that!” I dropped the sand and mud concoction over his
head. It was all over his blond hair like a brown and tan hat.
I ran back to the creek and we laughed as he chased me.
I stopped. It was getting hard to breathe again. My chest tightened.
I couldn’t breathe.
~
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The swimming hole is much higher now than it was back
then—about a year ago now. A lot of rain fell last May. But even in
late August, some of the grass was still brown. Jacob Munsly, his dog
drowned in his back yard in the first time the rain fell. But, Henrietta’s flowerbed was just fine. All she did was talk about those flowers.
She said it was a miracle they survived.
Truth be told, I used to like Henrietta. Really, I did. But after
the moment she stood up in church and asked for prayers, saying we
all need to be vigilant over the loss of so much destruction, but that
we also need to pull ourselves up by our bootstraps and move on with
ourselves.
Calin wasn’t even in the ground yet.
How could she say something like that? I wanted to scream at
her. I wanted to yell at her. I wanted to push her.
But I couldn’t open my mouth.
Calin’s plot was still an empty hole in the ground.
I will never forgive her for that.
Her house sits a mile south of the thicket on a hill. The hill
rises above all of us. The grove of trees parts ways. I can see a hint of
Henrietta’s house on the empty green hill. It’s white like many of the
other houses in the country, but quite unlike ours. It’s an odd color to
choose, really with all the dust. Her house has green shutters and a
green tin roof, which seems contrary to Henrietta’s style. Unlike her
flamboyant flowerbeds of purple and pink, plants of flaming orange
surrounds the house.
The basket weighs on my arm as I start walking across the
mile-long expanse of an open grass field. It doesn’t take long for me to
reach her property line. As I come up to the house, Henrietta sees me
through her screen door.
“Mackenzie, come on in,” she calls from within. “My hands are
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full. I was just making a peach pie. It should be done real soon.”
Abe, Henrietta’s farm dog, rushes up to meet me. He’s a mutt
who’s too old to jump anymore. So he isn’t all that bad.
The screen door squeaks as I enter. Her house is as I remembered, full of floral wallpaper and round, blue lamps.
“How’re you parents holding up?” Henrietta asks from the
kitchen. “I pray for them daily.”
“They’re fine,” I say.
“Why don’t you sit down? I’ll grab the cookies in a minute.” Her
living room looks old and it smells old, too. It has yellow shag carpet. There are doilies under the lamps and over the couch. Henrietta
comes back into the living room. A small patch of flour—I think—is
on her cheek. “Why don’t you have a seat? It’s been a long while since
anyone has visited me.” She’s chipper. “Thank you for the newspaper,”
she says, finding The Gossamer Gazette in the basket.
You told me to come, I think. You said I had to. I didn’t want to
be in her house. My face is getting warm.
“How have you been lately?” She grabs the basket from my
hands.
I put my jacket on the coat rack. I don’t answer her. There’s an
awkward pause for a long while.
“Are you truly okay?” she asks. I didn’t want to answer her.
“Miss Mackenzie,” she says, “you should know this already but maybe
you’ll understand if I tell you. I been thinking a lot about this lately:
there’s one today and one tomorrow.” She rubs at her face, having
found the flour.
She turns away and walks to the sink, her shoes swishing
across the carpet. I hear the water run from the faucet. I look at my
feet. A hole in my sock was beginning to unravel on the ball of my
foot. The shag carpet’s soft.
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Again, I don’t say anything to her.
“Should I use your language?” she asks, looking over her shoulder at me, pausing so I can nod my head yes or no. I don’t motion anything to her. She turns the tap off. She’s not looking at me any longer.
“I’m not telling you to forget about it; I’m telling you to get over it. I
know that sounds a little mean to say but do you want to end up like
me?”
I hate you, I want to say but bite my tongue. Then: “How could
you say that?” Barely a whisper. “You’ve never lost someone that close
to you. You know nothing!” I’m fuming now, voice rising with anger.
“I’m sorry that I can’t just get over the fact that my brother died.”
Dead.
Gone.
Dust.
Henrietta drops the towel. She strikes a chord.
How dare you? I want to yell, my skin burning.
But her voice is soft. “What happened that day, Miss Mackenzie?”
“Don’t you get it? I don’t want to talk to you!”
“Mackenzie,” she says, soft. “Tell me what happened.”
~
The tree house rustled in the May wind. The sky was getting
dark outside. It was really muggy out too. Calin was eighteen and still
liked to come to the tree house.
He said something funny but it was interrupted by a crack of
thunder. Momma told Calin and me to come straight home when we
heard thunder. She didn’t like us near the creek when it rained, ’cause
the creek always rose.
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It was humid—harder to breathe. I left my inhaler in the house.
“Calin, I think we should go back home,” I said. “Momma said
to.”
“It’s fine.” The rain started to pour down in sheets. It was hard
to see; I couldn’t see the path below the tree house leading back to the
house. I couldn’t even see the rustic bench sitting below.
“Let’s just wait it out. We can’t see anyway,” Calin said. “Sit in
the middle though. Don’t get close to the windows or the door.” It was
not okay to be in a tree when it was raining though. I knew that one.
The wind rattled around us. It was getting stronger. The tree house
creaked. It didn’t sound too good.
I didn’t like it.
A gust of wind rocked the tree a little. The air was getting black,
almost like night. I looked out the door of the tree house. The bench
went flying; it rolled through the strong gusts of wind. I imagined the
water rising from the creek bed. I could hear it. It was slowly inching
its way closer to the tree.
“Calin! I can’t breathe.” It hurt. I clawed my throat, trying to
loosen the neck of my t-shirt.
“Get down,” Calin grabbed me and put his body on top of me. He
pulled his t-shirt over my head. “Breathe slowly!” I tried to swallow the
cleaner air but I couldn’t. He was lying on top of me. I coughed continuously.
The tree rumbled and bent towards the ground. I tried to
scream as the tree house fell.
~
It’s been four months now. Mom and Dad found me under a
few boards. The search team found Calin farther down the creek.
“I hate you,” I say to her.
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The sun peaks through Henrietta’s curtains. She has one of
those small stained glass window hangings in the window. It’s made
the carpet red and orange. I can’t look at Mrs. Johnson. And now that
I’m in her house I can’t seem to muster the courage to think of her as
Henrietta.
“I know,” she says. “I’m not oblivious. I know what I said in
church that day offended you. It wasn’t supposed to. I thought I was
helping that’s all.”
I’m angry. I start sweating.
Breathe slowly. Breathe. Deep breaths.
“Truth be told, I had a reason to do it. Mackenzie, I saw how
it was affecting your family. Your little sister, Kate, was white as a
ghost, tears falling down her small face. Your mom’s eyes were bloodshot. She couldn’t cry any more tears. Your father had this look of
utter hopelessness. You know what scared me the most, Mackenzie?
You sat there staring off into space. So still I was afraid you stopped
breathing.
“I was twenty-eight when my husband died,” she says after a
while’s silence. “Twenty-eight. Thomas died in Vietnam in ‘64. I’ve no
kids and I’ve no other family,” Mrs. Johnson sits in silence for a moment, breathing heavily. “I sat in the house for thirty-six years being
angry, until one day I decided to live differently. Those are thirty-six
years I will never get back. Now, I don’t want that for you because it
sure didn’t feel good. I get it, Mackenzie. But you can also choose to
live without regret. I don’t know why things happen like this. Sure,
you can be angry at God. I was. That’s normal. I know it’s hard, really
hard. You’re only thirteen. But, you’re young yet.”
She puts her hand on my knee. Her hands, wrinkly, like bathwet, pruney hands. Her face looks the same, but graceful.
Can’t I be angry at you too?
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“I need to go,” I say, trying to get up from the couch, but I fall
to the ground. I can’t breathe. I grab at my shirt collar, tugging at it.
My lungs feel like they’re on fire. I’m gasping.
“Are you alright, Mackenzie?” Mrs. Johnson eyes widen. “Your
face is getting blue.”
“Get away from me!” I start to wheeze and cough. She grabs my
shoulders, trying to get me off of the floor.
“Mackenzie, did you bring your inhaler?” Mrs. Johnson shakes
me a little.
Help me, I want to yell, but can’t—feeling my lungs constrict.
I grasp for my jacket across the room. The inhaler is inside
the pocket. My eyes are watering. I want to cry. But I can’t—I want to
scream but I can’t. My throat is like a water hose that had it’s piping in
a kink. I started to panic. I couldn’t get air in.
She tries to decipher my hand movements, but I can tell she’s
confused. I jolt at the jacket across the room.
“It’s in your jacket?” She asks and I nod. She makes her way
over to the jacket. I see that she’s trying to hurry but it looks like she
can’t move her legs real fast. She sticks two fingers inside my pocket
and grabs it and makes her way back again, taking too long.
“Help!” I choke.
She tugs at the inhaler’s lid and stuffs the spout into my
mouth. I help her push the top part down and my meds spring into
my mouth. I try to hold the meds in before breathing out again. It’s
too hard. I’m too scared.
We try it again and again. Nothing. The room is spinning.
“You stay right here.” Mrs. Johnson hobbles out of the room as
fast as she can. “I’m going to get you help.”
The wheezing is painful. I can feel my heart beat faster. I look
toward the kitchen where I can faintly hear whispers far away.
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Then it’s silence.
I whisper, “I’m sorry.”
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Tunnel View
By Ana DeKruyter
Nursing
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Broken Crayons
By Olivia Vander Ploeg, Writing and Rhetoric
“Sweetheart, would you like some help?” Mommy looks at
Mary. Her washcloth drip-drip-dripping on the counter. It’s a blue
washcloth.
“No,” Mary says.
“Are you sure?”
“No.”
“No, you’re not sure or just no?”
“No.” Why is she asking again?
“Okay.”
Line, curve, line makes an “R.” Mary’s crayon breaks on the
line—the line that sticks out funny. The little red pieces fall like sprinkles on the paper. “Ugh!” Mary says.
“What’s the matter?” says Mommy.
“My crayon broke!”
“That’s okay, you can get another.”
“No,” Mary says. “This still works. It’s silly to get another.” She
doesn’t need help. Only Daddy helps her with her drawing.
~
Courtney sighs. One more thing to add to the list of ways her
four-year-old constantly reminds her of her husband’s absence: she’s
as stubborn as Ian. As stubborn as Ian had been when he told the
doctors, “Leukemia’s not going to kill me.” He’d grinned, and Courtney had almost laughed despite herself.
Mary’s nose scrunches up, her eyebrows furrow, and she sticks
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her tongue out the side of her mouth as she tries to write her name
with her broken red crayon. She looks like Ian did as he was concentrating on building Mary’s crib and they’d talked about growing to a
family of three. About watching their daughter’s first steps. About her
first day of school. About when Ian would teach her soccer. They’d
talked about what she’d be when she grew up: an athlete, an artist, or
a mathematician.
Courtney watches Mary. Why won’t she just let me help her?
She always asked Ian to help. Courtney remembers listening from the
living room while Ian helped Mary decorate the instruments they’d
made out of toilet paper tubes, Kleenex boxes, and rubber bands.
“Let’s put a cat on this one,” Ian said.
“Yeah!” said Mary. “And a pretty flower here.”
“Of course! Can’t forget the flower! There. I think they’re finished. Let’s go give Mommy a concert.”
Into the living room they came, where Courtney was grading
math, and they sang “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star.” Mary was way off
tune and mumbled half the words, and Ian laughed so hard he could
barely strum his Kleenex guitar. Courtney felt like the happiest woman in the world then.
If only she’d noticed how thin Ian looked. Things might have
been different. Maybe.
“Are you sure you don’t want another crayon?” she says, staring
at Mary now.
“No,” says Mary. She looks up.
And Courtney meets Ian’s eyes in her daughter’s face.
~
Mommy is behind her now. “Mary,” Mommy says, “there’s only
one R in your name. Not three.”
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“I know!” Mary shouts. “I was being silly!” Line, curve, line. She
draws another R. Line, line, line makes a Y, but not the same line, line,
line that makes an A, like the A in Daddy.
Now she draws Daddy. He has a beard. Or he used to. Before
they took all his hair out and put it on the floor.
“What are you drawing now?” Mommy says.
“Daddy.”
“Oh?” Mommy’s voice sounds silly. Like it’s wiggling, like a
caterpillar. Why does her voice sound like a caterpillar? “Are you going
to draw Mommy, too?”
“No. The picture is for Daddy when he gets home.”
She looks at Mommy. At Mommy’s eyes are drip-drip-dripping. Like the washcloth. “Honey,” Mommy says. “Daddy’s not coming
home. I’ve told you this.”
“He’s not coming home today. But he’s coming home tomorrow.”
Mommy is quiet for a long time. Why is she quiet?
“No, he’s not.” Mommy sounds angry. Like all the water’s wrung out of
her. Like she’s a crusty, dry towel.
“He told me he’s coming home tomorrow,” Mary says. She
keeps drawing Daddy. He has a string in his arm. It has water in it and
it’s attached to a silly bag. She draws Daddy’s smile. He’s laughing at
the silly string. Why doesn’t Mommy have a string? It would fill her up
with water. That’s what Daddy said.
The chair scrapes against the ground. Mary doesn’t like the
sound. It sounds like Daddy’s bed scraping against the ground when
the people in jackets took him to the sick place. The people who
smelled and came in the flashy box car.
No, Mary thinks, pressing so hard she snaps the crayon again.
Daddy said he’d see me tomorrow.
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“Mary,” Mommy says. “I need you to look at me.”
Mary keeps drawing.
“Mary. Daddy’s not coming home. Ever. He’s gone. Forever. Do
you understand?”
Mary throws her crayon and runs upstairs.
Daddy’s coming home tomorrow! she yells in her head. All of
it—all of him, all of Daddy—starts drip-drip-dripping out of her. And
she tries to mop him off her face, but he’s gone forever. Until tomorrow. Sniff. Yes, that’s it.
He’s coming tomorrow.
~
Courtney lets out a stifled sob as she watches Mary’s short legs
carry her away. She knows she should probably run after her, but she
doesn’t have the energy. She doesn’t know how to get it across to Mary
that Ian is…dead. That he has been for over a month. That he’s not
coming home tomorrow, or any day.
Courtney picks up the picture. The red drawing. It makes her
remember the last time she saw Ian. Mary had just given him a picture
that looked a lot like the drawing Courtney holds in her hands now: a
red drawing of Ian with hair. There were also drawings on all the walls
then. And she’d looked at them more than at Ian, frail and bruised on
the bed. His brown curly hair gone, and his beard too.
A different face.
“It’s still my face,” he’d said, trying to laugh her back into the
room. The room that smelled like sickness. Sickness and flowers—like
after Grandma’s heart attack. And the beeping of the EKG had become white noise after five days in the hospital.
Courtney looked at those pictures of dogs and flowers and
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and happy families and didn’t even bother to wipe her tears as Ian
held her hand. In his other hand he held Mary’s red drawing.
“I feel like this artwork has taken over the room,” he said.
“Sometimes when my drugs are especially getting to me, I look at
them and feel like I’m in some trippy amusement park.”
She absent-mindedly nodded.
“But it’s okay,” he’d said, “because our daughter’s going to be a
famous artist. Quite possibly on the same level as Leonardo da Vinci.” He chuckle-coughed. “She’s going to make us proud.” Courtney
looked at him and he smiled weakly. “You’re a wonderful mother,
Court. You know that? I hope you remember that once I ‘bite the
dust,’ as John Deacon so aptly put it.”
“Don’t say that.” It felt like someone else was talking for her.
“I love you, Court,” he said. “Almost as much as George Bailey
loved Mary. I would lasso the moon for you.” The kind of campy theatricality she hated, but also loved.
Courtney couldn’t help it. She laughed.
“That’s really why I love you,” he said. “You laugh at my jokes.”
Courtney sighed, which to her meant, I love you too. But, she
wonders now, did he know that? Did she ever say it? Should she have?
Or did he know?
She recalls him drifting off to sleep after that.
He never woke up.
Courtney sniffs, wipes her tears, and hangs the red drawing on
the fridge. Mary likes it when her drawings get put on the fridge. She
really is getting good at her letters. Courtney takes a deep breath and
prepares herself to go upstairs. She has to keep going. Ian wouldn’t
want her to give up now. She will be as stubborn as Ian.
As stubborn as their daughter.
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Mary sits in the corner and makes mean faces at Teddy. “Teddy,” she scolds, “stop smiling! The world is sad today. I’m sad. Mommy’s sad.”
Teddy keeps smiling.
Mary wipes her hand across her nose. The boogers are on her
hand now. Mommy says she’s not allowed to say burgers, and they
sound like the same word. It’s a silly rule.
Mary throws the maraca she made with Daddy at Teddy and he
falls down.
“Teddy!” Mary screams. “I’m sad and you’re smiling and that
makes me more sad. Stop smiling! No one is happy.” Mary’s eyes dripdrip-dripping, like Mommy’s. Like when her friend takes her toys.
Teddy smiles and Mary feels like her friend took her toys.
She closes her eyes so she can’t see Teddy. So she doesn’t see
him smiling.
~
Courtney opens the door and sees Mary huddled in a corner.
The room looks like a tornado went through it. All the drawers have
been emptied and are hanging open. The blankets and sheets have
been ripped off the bed. The little set of table and chairs is upside
down. Mary’s toy box has been emptied.
“What happened in here?” Courtney exclaims.
Mary looks up. “I was looking for Daddy.”
“What?” Courtney’s heart drops.
“I was hoping today was tomorrow. And Daddy sometimes
hides, so I was looking for him. But today is not tomorrow. 		
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Tomorrow is still coming and now I’m sad and the world is sad today.”
Mary scowls at her bear. “But Teddy is smiling. I told Teddy to stop
smiling. But he is still smiling.”
Courtney takes a deep breath, carefully walks across the room,
and crouches next to her daughter. “So you made a mess of your room
because you were looking for Daddy.”
Mary nods and says she’s sorry.
Courtney tries to think of what to do. The room needs to be
cleaned, but she’s so tired. What would Ian do? She thinks a moment.
He’d make it a game. But how?
She remembers a game Ian used to play with Mary. But she’ll
have to make it a little different or Mary won’t want to play.
~
Mommy looks sad. Mary’s sad that she made Mommy sad.
She’s sad that she made a mess. But she was looking for Daddy.
“Mary,” Mommy says. “Do you want to play a game?
She looks up. Mommy never plays games. “Yes.”
Mommy stands up and looks at the CDs. She puts one in the
CD player. “Let’s play a clean-up game.” Miss Patty Cake starts singing.
“Music makes cleaning a little bit more fun, don’t you think?” Mommy
says.
Daddy never listened to music when they cleaned, but Mary
thinks it will be fun. Mary nods, and Mommy says ok. “You like
talking about colors, right?”
Mary nods again.
“Well, let’s see if you know them all. Let’s start by putting away
everything that is blue.”
Mary smiles. This is fun. Maybe Mommy is as fun as Daddy.
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Daddy always said she was, but Mary didn’t see it and wasn’t sure it
was true.
Mary still feels sad, but the sad doesn’t want to come out
anymore. She runs and picks up her blue blanket, her blue elephant,
and her blue shirt. She’s faster than Mommy and thinks that’s silly. It
makes her laugh. She hasn’t laughed since Daddy told her he would
see her tomorrow.
~
Courtney picks up Mary’s teddy bear. “Teddy says he’s sorry for
smiling.”
“It’s okay.” Mary takes the bear and squeezes it.
Courtney smiles. “Where does Teddy go?”
“In my stuffy box.” And Mary places him there.
The room is finally clean. Courtney breathes a sigh of relief.
“Why don’t you play in here until supper.”
Mary nods and pulls out a book.
“Just don’t make a mess.” Courtney closes the door, leans
against the hallway wall, and sinks to the ground. She puts her head
in her hands. I’m so tired, she thinks. She doesn’t have energy to think
about what they’ll have for supper, let alone make it. She rubs her
forehead and thinks to call her sister.
She pulls out her phone and dials.
“Hello?” says Betty.
“I’m…I’m…”
“Courtney,” Betty soothes. “You sound exhausted.”
She feels the tears coming. “I am,” she whispers.
“Do you need me to come over?”
“If it’s not too much... I don’t want to be....”
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“You’re not,” Betty’s voice is firm. “You are my sister and I’m
coming over.”
“I haven’t made supper yet,” she says. “I don’t even know what I
have in my house and I’ve asked you too many times for help… I just…”
“I was already making some frozen meals for you, so I can
bring those over and make one of them for tonight.”
She has to swallow to say thank you. “You’re the best,” she says.
“I just… It’s been a hard day.”
“I’ll be over in twenty minutes.”
Courtney hangs up and huddles on the floor until Betty gets
there.
~
Mary walks out of her room when she hears someone yelling
Mommy’s name. Mommy is on the floor in a sad pile. Aunt Betty is
standing by the stairs. Why is Aunt Betty here?
“Courtney,” Aunt Betty says. “I’m here.” She walks to Mommy,
takes her hands, and helps her stand up.
Mommy’s face has water on it. She wipes the water with her
hand. Now there’s water on her hand. Mommy looks at Mary. “Mary,”
she says, “Aunt Betty is going to watch you for a little bit while Mommy goes to the store.”
“I want to go with you,” Mary says to Mommy.
“No, Mary,” Mommy says. “You can’t come with me.”
“Why?”
Mommy opens her mouth, but Aunt Betty takes the words
from her. “Your mom has to get some things done. But we’re going to
have lots of fun together! I’ll make you supper and we can color. Won’t
that be fun?”
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Mary stares at Aunt Betty. Mary doesn’t like Aunt Betty because she smiles too much and smells like soap.
“Okay,” Aunt Betty says. She’s too happy. And smiles like the
white lady at the sick place. Like smiles will make the sad go away.
Like Teddy. “Let’s go downstairs,” Aunt Betty says.
They all walk downstairs and Aunt Betty hands Mommy a
brown bag. “So you can leave right away.”
Mommy smiles, but looks sad. And Aunt Betty hugs Mommy
and Mommy leaves after she says, “Bye, Mary. Be good for Aunt Betty.”
And After Mommy leaves, Aunt Betty tells Mary to go play. Then they
eat supper. They eat the gross tater tot casserole that a lot of people
gave Mary and Mommy when Daddy went to the sick place. Mary
doesn’t like the brown stuff. It’s gross. She’s tired of tater tot casserole.
It tastes full of sad and salt.
~
Courtney doesn’t know where to go, so she just drives around
and thinks about the day. She looks at the rainbow hanging from her
rearview mirror that Ian and Mary made for her out of melted crayon
and wax paper. “Crayon stained glass,” Ian had called it.
Ian and Mary always had such wonderful times together. Why
can’t Courtney connect with Mary as Ian had?
Ian’s voice in her ear tells her, You’re a wonderful mother, Court.
You know that? He said that, but he was wrong. She is a terrible mother. Without him.
The rainbow glows as the rays of the setting sun hit it. The last
time Mary was in the car with her, Mary had started talking about
making the rainbow with Ian. But Courtney couldn’t talk about Ian in
that moment, so she had tuned Mary out.
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Courtney realizes she never talks to Mary about Ian except to
correct her that he’s not coming back. Maybe she could learn to grieve
with Mary, like Mary.
She sees the red in the rainbow and recalls that red crayon
scrawl of Ian with hair, and his hand on it saying his last words: She’s
going to make us proud, Court.
Had she told Mary that?
Maybe Mary needs to hear those words. Maybe Mary needs to
keep making pictures for Ian, even if Ian is gone, because that’s her
way of coping. Maybe the pictures that Mary says are for Ian are really
more for Mary, or are her way of remembering her daddy.
Courtney realizes that she should encourage Mary’s artistic
expression, because that’s how her little girl is dealing with loss.
Courtney turns a corner and drives towards Target. When she
gets there, she buys some new crayons and also some paints. She
remembers Ian telling her they should get Mary paints for her next
birthday. But she wants to give them to her now. Then she’s going to
share with her daughter the last words her dad said—you’re gonna
make us so proud—and they will discover a way to grieve.
Together.
~
Aunty Betty finishes cleaning and watches Mary draw her
picture. Mary is drawing a blue flower. Blue like the dress Daddy had
to wear in the sick place. Daddy thought it was silly he had to wear a
dress and Mary thought it was silly too. She giggles as she draws.
She draws a purple flower now. Purple like the owies all over
Daddy’s skin. He said they didn’t hurt, but one time Mary touched
them on accident and it started to rain out of his eyes. She said sorry,
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but still.
Green. She grabs a green crayon. Green like the mask Mary had
to wear that made her feel like she couldn’t breathe. But she had to
wear one if she wanted to see Daddy. So she wore the mask, but her
sadness leaked out while she wore it.
Mary draws an M with the green crayon—up, down, up, down.
She draws another M.
“Mary, would you like some help?” Aunt Betty says.
“No.”
“Here, just let me help you.”
“I don’t want help. Only Daddy helps me.”
“Well I think your daddy would be okay with it if I helped
you for today.” Aunt Betty picks up a black crayon. Black like Daddy’s
clothes when he was sleeping in the box that they put in the ground.
Black like the clothes Mary and Mommy wore when Daddy went into
tomorrow. Black like the—
Mary’s crayon breaks and shoots across the table. She stares
at it and Aunt Betty says, “You need to draw an A after the M.” Aunt
Betty smiles like Teddy.
Mary gets off her chair and walks to the living room. She
doesn’t want to draw with Aunt Betty. She hates As and she hates
smiles.
“Mary?” Aunt Betty calls.
Mary grabs her toy car.
“It’s okay, Mary. I’m just trying to show you how to write your
name.”
Aunt Betty put black on the picture.
There wasn’t supposed to be black on the picture. Black is for
Daddy going bye bye. Mary hates Aunt Betty’s Teddy smile, so she
throws the car.
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Aunt Betty shouts, closes her eyes, and Mary feels sad. Sad that
she hurt Aunt Betty. She didn’t mean to hurt Aunt Betty. But Aunt Betty made her feel the way she feels when her friends take her toys and
yell at her when she tries to take them back.
“I’m sorry,” she says.
“It’s okay, Mary.” Aunt Betty grimaces, her hand on her eye. “It
was my fault. I made you angry.” Then, Aunt Betty hugs her and says,
“It’s okay, Mary.” Mary can smell the soap on Aunt Betty’s clothes. She
doesn’t like the smell.
Only the hug.
~
Courtney sees Betty lying on the couch with a bag of ice on her
eye when she walks in the house. She drops her bag of paint and crayons and runs to her. “Betty! What happened?”
Betty jerks awake. Courtney hadn’t realized she was sleeping.
“Oh, it’s you.” She laughs softly. “I thought it was Mary.”
“What happened?”
“Oh, I just made Mary a little angry and she threw a toy car at
me.” Betty stands up. “But I’m fine.”
“She what?” Mary has never done something to hurt another
person. “I’ll talk to her about it.”
“No, it’s okay,” Betty says softly. “I understand. She’s going
through a lot right now, and it’s manifesting in anger. It will pass.”
Courtney bites her lip. Betty’s eye is swollen and black and
blue. How does such a little girl have so much strength? “I feel awful
about this. I wouldn’t have asked you to come if I knew something like
this would happen.”
Betty lays her hand on Courtney’s shoulder and looks into her
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eyes. “It’s okay. Really.” She leans down and grabs her bag from the
floor. “I’m going to go now. Mary’s asleep, so you can have the rest of
the night to yourself.”
Courtney wonders if she will ever run out of tears as more
come to her eyes. Betty hugs her. “Thank you so much,” Courtney
says.
“It’s not a problem,” Betty says before leaving.
Courtney grabs Mary’s tub of crayons and starts to sort the
broken ones into a separate box, yelling at Ian in her mind for always
being good with kids and for being wrong about her. “I’m not a good
mother,” she says out loud, wishing he were there to hear the words.
“I’m a terrible mother. These crayons are just like our family.” With
each word Courtney throws another crayon into the box. “Broken. No
dad. A bad mom. And a daughter who doesn’t know how to…how to…”
Tears and snot drip on the broken crayons as Courtney gets up
to throw them in the trash.
“Wait, Mommy!” Mary says.
Courtney jumps at Mary’s voice and the crayons explode onto
the floor.
“Mary! You’re supposed to be in bed!”
“But you sounded sad. I didn’t mean to hurt Aunt Betty and it’s
okay she smells like soap.”
Courtney notices that her daughter’s face is wet. “Did I make
you sad?” Mary says.
“No,” Courtney says, as she puts the box down to take Mary in
her arms. “It’s okay,” she whispers as she brushes Mary’s hair behind
her ear. “Sweetie, why don’t you want me to throw them away? They’re
broken.”
“But we can make something pretty out of them.”
Courtney looks at the crayons on the floor and thinks about
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the rainbow hanging in her car. Maybe she could make some “stained
glass” with Mary.
Mary helps her gather the materials and Courtney shaves the
crayons while Mary sprinkles them onto wax paper. They work in
silence at first. Courtney feels her face flush from the heat of iron and
when she looks at the bright crayons—the blues, yellows, oranges,
reds, and greens—she remembers all her happy moments with Ian.
As she irons the two pieces of wax paper together, the melted wax
turns all the colors into one beautiful piece of art.
Then Mary looks up at Courtney and says, “Mommy, tomorrow
sometimes takes a lot of days to get here, but when tomorrow does
come, we will see Daddy again and we can give this to him.”
Courtney catches her breath. “That’s right, sweetie.” She looks
into the eyes that aren’t just Ian’s eyes. They’re Mary’s eyes. Sweet
Mary’s. She pulls out the paints and crayons. “I got you some new
crayons, and Daddy asked me to get you some paints.”
Mary cradles the paints in her tiny hands. “There’s no black.”
She looks up at Courtney. Courtney doesn’t know what to say. “But
there’s orange. I like orange. Orange like the picture I made Daddy
when he came home from the sick place and we had a party.”
Courtney smiles. “That’s right, Mary.” She feels her throat
tighten. “You know what Daddy told me before he left?”
“No,” Mary says. “What?
“He told me you were going to be the best artist ever when you
got older. That you’ll be famous. We’ll keep making things for Daddy.
And when tomorrow comes, he will be so proud to see how beautiful
they are.”
She’s not sure Mary hears her until Mary holds the crayon
stained glass up to the light. “A famous artist,” she says, and smiles.
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Nostalg ia
By Amelia Holt
Graphic Design and Psychology
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creative non-fiction
first place
judges’ notes:
“The Gravity of Love” is an example of what I love about the essay
form: the writer manages to make the universal particular and
the particular, universal. By making unexpected connections
between subject matter and life experience, drawing on the particular habits of their one particular mind, the writer approaches
a near-universal experience and makes it fresh. The reader comes
to appreciate new dimensions of a familiar experience, in this
case, via an idiosyncratic fascination with gravity.
					- Jessica Mesman
The writing in this essay is energizing, using detailed descriptions of scene, as well as information gleaned from research
about philophobia, physics, and more, to craft a meditation on
the experiences of being pulled toward the ground by gravity and
of being in love. The writer takes the occasion of high-school
heartbreak and makes it new, no small feat. Each sentence vibrates with necessity, building that "potential energy" the essay
itself discusses.
					- Lisa Ampleman
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The Gravity of Love
By Vanessa Stokes, Writing and Rhetoric
It all started with an oak tree. The gnarled trunk stood proud
despite its malformations, rising above even the roofline to shade the
porch. Knobby knots and niches sank deep into the trunk and spoke
of wisdom hidden behind rough russet bark—wisdom my seven-yearold self couldn’t quite grasp. All I knew was that my oak tree had a
swing.
As a child, I rushed into the house, up the steps, and into the
kitchen to plop my backpack on the tanned linoleum floor. The heavy
thud hardly had time to resound before I galloped back down the
stairs and out the back door. Cool fall air caressed my face as I bolted
the short distance to the rickety tree swing. Yellow, frayed rope that
usually turned into plastic splinters in my palms kept my grip light.
The wooden seat shimmied under my small figure as though dancing
with the breeze to a tune of sweet nothings.
Until that tree no longer stood, I spent every day in its arms,
cradled by thin ropes that blistered my palms. I hardly remember
my father arduously dragging out the questionable orange ladder we
owned and tying the coarse rope to thick branches nor do I remember
him carving that piece of chipped, red-painted wood from the side of
the barn into a seat. I just know that the swing had always been there,
waiting to become my personal rocket ship or trapeze set, depending
on the day and the whims of my imagination.
~
My feelings for the swing matured slowly. I did not love easily—I still don’t. Wariness seemed my usual state of being because
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things that brought me happiness continually ended up ruined by my
conniving younger brother.
Philophobia is the fear of falling in love. It is a persistent,
abnormal, and irrational dread of love and intimacy. Symptoms can
include feelings of intense fear or panic, avoidance, rapid heartbeat,
difficulty breathing, difficulty functioning, nausea. It’s like drowning
while standing on dry ground. The fear that persists is irrational, but
that irrationality doesn’t stop the anxiety.
If my little brother Roman knew what I liked, he’d scheme a
way to promptly cause its disappearance. That’s what happened to
my Polly Pocket set, the brown bear Webkinz I named Chocolate
Chip, and a rock from our driveway I thought looked like rose quartz,
among a myriad of other mementos. He liked being the center of
everyone’s attention, and those toys usually held my attention over his
antics. Hence, each and every item I became enamored with magically slipped from my grasp to be sent second star to the right by Roman.
I never learned to let go because everything got snatched from me
before I could. Slowly, I became almost numb to the feeling of disappointment, that bitter aftertaste.
So, it took time to truly let myself enjoy my newfound love of
swinging. But when I realized the swing couldn’t be nabbed by the
little goblin, I was bewitched.
~
One summer twilight in July, with cicadas chirping a chorus
from my window, I snuck outside. Obsessed with the question of how
high the swing would go, I went to investigate. Barefoot, I pattered
across the damp grass and up to the swing. In the fading golden light,
I hoisted both my hips onto the red barn slat, wincing at how tight I
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had to grasp the frayed rope. I let my lungs fill with the scent of freshly-cut grass, faint smoke, and humidity—almost like swallowing heat.
Then I wriggled myself back and forth in an effort to start the swing
in motion. After at least four minutes of painstaking progress, I overcame the forces of inertia working against me, and swinging felt like
the crescendo of laughter at slumber parties—buoyant and carefree.
Swings work by converting potential energy into kinetic energy, then back into potential energy over and over again. Kinetic energy is the rapid lurch of the ride, the rush back and forth. Potential
energy is the height the swing reaches before gravity commandeers
control again. The higher you go, the more potential energy builds up.
Higher and higher I went. Pumping and pushing. Back and
forth.
Finally, I’d done it! I could glimpse farther than I ever had
before. The view stretched out in front of me full of golden wheat and
faintly glowing city lights backlit by the fading summer sunlight and
rising moon. Breath caught in my lungs as if I was afraid breathing
would impel the view to dissolve. That split second of suspension at
the top of the arc was pure weightlessness. I would never feel nearer
to flying than at that moment when my body held none of the weight
our burdened bodies are so accustomed to holding. Humanity’s
dream of flight almost came true for my seven-year-old self on that
swing.
Newton’s Third Law of Motion states that for every action
there is an equal and opposite reaction. The higher I climbed, the
more gravity worked against me. In the splendor of the sight, of
course, I lost my rhythm. All the cartoon scenes of Roadrunner hanging midair, still moving but waiting for the drop, became reality. Only
a heartbeat passed before realization sunk into my bones like an
anchor. The swing slipped from under my body, and the cool night air
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no longer caressed my cheek but pulled me down. At 9.8 m/s², gravity
helped a jealous earth wrench me back to where I belonged.
Bam.
For the first minute, my body forgot how to breathe.
The pain echoed in every joint, and I dared not move or yell or
blink for fear of upsetting another domino of pain in my spleen, hip,
kidney, and everywhere.
I knew with certainty that I must be dying.
How could a body live in so much pain? My bones were lit like
cracked glow sticks, pain like light spreading quickly and without end.
~
I didn’t feel that much pain again until my senior year of high
school.
His name was Jacob. A mutual friend thought we would be
cute together. So, he became my first relationship, though I didn’t
want it at first. Philophobia turns butterflies into scorpions because it
doesn’t seem like the risk could be worth the chance of gravity taking
hold again. Yet, he made me feel like the first person picked for teams
during gym class, like no one else had. The beginning encompassed
all the fun of kinetic build up on a swing, but a swing ride pushing
toward the potential drop.
Our first date started one September night in my backyard. By
then, the tree and my swing had been removed so there remained no
more risk to fall from it. Just a stump remained, the tree’s tombstone
left as a reminder.
We were stargazing, cuddled close in my mint green hammock
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lodged between the pine trees in the farthest corner of land from the
house. The scent of dewy grass and pine sap filled our nearly touching
noses. The sky lay out above us filled to the brim with stars strung out
for boundless miles. Aquarius, Pisces, and Taurus swayed before our
eyes, or maybe we were just dizzy from being so close to each other.
Einstein’s Theory of General Relativity argues that gravity
survives as a bending of time and space—the fabric that physically
embodies the universe. The larger an object, the more space-time it
bends, and Jacob took up my whole world. Maybe that’s why I couldn’t
see straight. Like gravitational lensing, where a massive faraway object
redirects light that passes through it to look like a funhouse mirror, so
was my ability to see straight. Stars turned into odd shapes, not quite
right but still enraptured to my naïve eye.
I didn’t realize how distorted our relationship had become
until five months of my life were already consumed by the black hole.
The more time I spent with him—the closer I stared at the stars—the
more malignant his radiance became. Hands that once intertwined
in mine to ground me, twisted into the bruises left on my wrist when
I didn’t remember to bring mustard for our picnic. Simple questions
of “What are you up to?” soured with the hovering unspoken clause,
“and with whom?”
Five months of climbing left me even higher off the ground
than that long-ago evening in July on the swing. On the night I finally
found the courage to call him, each ring of the line kept me suspended, not quite absorbing the reality. Then he picked up, and I spoke the
words out loud, “I’m breaking up with you.”
Click.
Each pent-up breath I had cradled in his presence for fear
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of angering him released, and my heart shattered. Love is love, no
matter the circumstances, which means heartbreak still ricocheted
through my body for months after that call, that drop.
Why can a magnet the size of a dime overcome the power of
gravity, yet we still can’t escape?
~
Astronomers say every time we look at the universe in a new
way, it revolutionizes our understanding of it. We learn how not to
fall by falling. The experience of hitting the earth tells our bodies to
be more careful the next time. But is it really so bad to be grounded
and safe, rather than to be reckless and risk the drop?
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Unexpected
By Lucas Sander, Writing and Rhetoric
The bookshelves in my childhood home were filled with both
floppy picture books and dusty classic novels. Scattered among them
were well-worn favorites of mine that included wilderness stories
and survival manuals, tales of the wild that sparked my imagination.
I loved reading every version of the Robin Hood story I could find,
about outwitting the Sheriff of Nottingham in Sherwood Forest. I
desperately wished to be Daniel Boone, growing up on the border of
the American Colonies and venturing westward into the vast wild to
tramp fertile forests, discovering new wildlife, and earning both the
respect and hatred of various tribes of Native Americans. I even found
my dad’s Cub Scout manuals from his childhood, and on our small
acreage in the country I tried out rope and fire-starting techniques. I
felt cheated that the most forest we had was a wind break of conifers
on the north side of our land with three thin, long-needled pines behind it.
— Spring 2009 —
I had been surrounded by cornfields all twelve years of my
life, so when my dad started talking about buying land on the edge of
town, I struggled to comprehend the idea of living somewhere else.
When I heard this location, where he would build a house himself,
encompassed 35 acres of land covered in meadow and forest, something sparked in the heart of this boy who had only ever seen lawns,
solitary silver maples, and dusty roads around his house, had only
ever had a few sticky pine trees to climb, and had grown an entire
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patch of sunflowers just to see what it was like to be surrounded by
trunks of some sort. I had to see it.
On our first official visit as a family, we took along a picnic to
spread out on the sunny, open hill where our house would eventually
stand. The half-hearted dirt driveway that spilled in from the highway offered little more than a temporary parking spot, so we climbed
through the scraggly weeds and saplings that clung to the slope of
the hill to make it to the grassy hilltop covered in waving wildflowers.
A small band of trees separated us from the highway, and the other
side of the hill descended into forest that almost blotted out our view
of the rest of town—we could just barely see a white house in the
distance. I asked in awe if a distant tree-covered hill (it looked more
like a mountain to me) was still part of our land. And I was filled with
disbelief when my dad said our boundary went at least to the top of
the rise.
We did little more that day than eat our cheese sandwiches
and listen to Dad talk out loud, in his rambling way, about the house
that would sit there. He later brought my brothers and I back again
to explore the tree line and get some more practice in scaling the hill
up and down to the driveway. My interest was piqued, but not satisfied. The first instinct I had upon hearing about the property still
remained an unconscious thought—all of these acres of forest seemed
like exactly the home my heart had been begging for ever since reading about Daniel Boone’s wilderness ventures. I had to be the first
person to seek out each hollow tree in which to hide Robin Hood’s
family jewels. Every hole in the ground was to me an entryway to an
underground network of caves in which I could get lost, like Tom
Sawyer, running out of candles until I bravely found my way out and
everyone celebrated my return.
Dad needed to go back to make markings at the property and
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run other errands, and I cautiously asked if I could go along. To my
great surprise, he agreed that I could explore the land while he was
in town. When we arrived, I made some pretense of an offer to help
Dad, which he understandably declined, and after receiving his brief
warning to be careful, I set off directly toward the tree line to discover
every detail of the land where I would doubtless grow to be an avid,
expert woodsman.
My arrival at the edge of wilderness was followed by a slight
amount of confusion. I couldn’t remember any descriptions of thick
grasses and bushes barring the way of the hero foresters who conquered the territories west of the Appalachians. While I had always
been sure that a forest meant a lush expanse dotted with tall trunks
surrounded by open earth to tread, I resolved that a scratch or two
could neither harm nor hold me, and I pressed forward. I soon came
upon a narrow path through the undergrowth, a tunnel bordered by
grass and prickly bushes that was too short for me to move through
without bending over. I knew what a deer path should look like, but it
mystified me that they could move through here if I was too tall. I still
followed the trail in anticipation, perhaps thinking I would actually
catch up to a doe and her fawn.
Soon, though, I broke into a clearing isolated from the view of
human civilization that was also void of any signs of deer. A few birds
sang above me, and I stood for a moment in the middle of a peaceful
forest.
I heard water moving nearby, and I crossed the clearing to
follow the sound. Soon I came upon a small stream running downhill
toward the valley at the north edge of the land. I hadn’t known this
was here, and I was fascinated by the addition to my mental map.
Wondering where it might flow from, I walked closer and started
moving through the muddy grasses along its bank. Something caught
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the sunlight on the other side of the stream ahead of me, and I found
a rock in the middle of the water to use as a bridge. I crossed over
and approached the area that drew my eye. Stopped at the sight of a
strange ball of crumpled blue metal at least two feet across, as if God
had made a great spitball and skipped it through a pan of blue paint
before it landed here. The last thing I expected to find was a sign of
industrialization out in the wild, and while it was a great mystery, it
felt wrong to be a witness to it. After staring at it with uncertainty for
a while, I began looking around for any sign of what it was or how it
really got there. To my increasing surprise, further ahead and back on
the other side of the stream, an entire car wheel lay in a circle of dead
grass.
I found no more clues anywhere, not even when I later brought
my brothers back here to widen the search. I carefully combed over
the surrounding area looking for three more wheels or a rusty engine
block, all to no avail. I felt both baffled and a bit bereaved at the loss
of whatever innocence I thought this wood possessed. Yes, the land
skirted the edge of town, but I had looked over Dad’s shoulder at
county maps of the property stretching back for years. Nobody had
ever done anything with more than just the edge of the land bordering the highway.
I played out scenarios in my head of a bright blue sports car
crashing through the forest and ending up in pieces after hitting the
stream, and even though that seemed utterly ridiculous, I could come
up with no more realistic explanations.
Eventually growing bored of the unsolvable mystery, I turned
and went downhill to follow the stream to the valley, where I knew it
became the border of our property and ran under a bridge just before
coming back around to the highway. It began to widen and was scattered with sandbars, looking as if a giant had spilled a bucket of grain
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as he walked by; that seemed the only logical explanation for a splash
of sand in the middle of a forest. I thought myself rather daring as
I stepped from rock-to-rock-to-sandbar, traveling up the middle of
the stream. I reached the bridge with only one wet shoe, and made
my way over to the bank on our side. Picked my way up the incline to
level ground, and followed the path from the bridge to the edge of the
wood surrounding the stream.
I came upon my first wild ferns and immediately turned the
fronds over, wondering if I had read correctly about spores covering
the undersides. I could see the tiny dots all arranged, fascinating and
a bit gross. Spores as a concept still unsettle me a little, always evoking
images of floating particles in the air that wait to latch onto or inside
of another being and rapidly produce deadly, cancerous-like growths.
Emerging from the forest brought a sudden feeling of a disappointment; only a stretch of long grass and a few young trees separated me from the driveway, where Dad’s truck sat parked a few feet into
the driveway. I trudged up through the field, thinking there must have
been something I missed. I felt like I had walked through the majority
of our property, but was lacking any satisfaction that I had been on
a great adventure. No bears had attacked me, no raccoons had tried
to steal from me, and I hadn’t even come across a good cave where I
could build a secret home hidden from my family. I reached the driveway and found the truck empty, so Dad was probably still at the top of
the hill looking around at the building site. I crawled into the truck to
wait for him. As my mind wandered back along the paths I’d walked
that day, the strangeness of a disassembled car in the middle of the
forest was what stuck out the most.
Exploring wild nature wasn’t as fun as all the books made it
seem.
I didn’t try to find any more adventures after that. We 		
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eventually moved in to the house we built, but later moved to a less
expensive home in town. I haven’t seen the deer paths or the river
since that day, and I never reached the far ridge where our property
finally ended.
— Fall 2019 —
Brittle leaves are beginning to blanket the ground, and I embark on a college field trip to a restored prairie, unsure of what exactly
it will look like at this time of year. When we arrive, we walk up to an
unassuming park signboard that explains how the grasses and wildflowers that look down on my six-foot figure were restored in order to
recover one of the most endangered ecosystems on earth. Our professor tells us to walk around and write for half an hour. I can see the
path through the grasses stretching off into the distance, with a few
turns to different locations. At age twelve, I would have followed each
of these paths hoping to find some hidden treasure or feature that my
classmates missed. That thought passes through my mind, but I soon
forget it when my eyes fall on a shrub not more than twenty feet away
and see its leaves.
The color cannot be named.
It first strikes as a deep red among the browns and greens of
the rest of the fall prairie. But as my curiosity pulls me toward the
tree, I start to see the green in the leaves fighting back. I step over the
dead and dying undergrowth, with little concern about the grasses
holding me back. The undersides of the leaves remain a pale, algae-like shade throughout, but even as the burning orange-red of the
dying season pushes in from the top edges, the veins seem to carry on
the battle on multiple fronts. I lift one gently to get a closer look, and
the late afternoon sun bursts through the backside and illuminates all
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of the details hidden by the surface. Every sub-vein shows through,
with bright red spots where autumn has won a decisive victory and
brown swathes where red and green have declared a stalemate. Red
and green, brown and perhaps even yellow are there, but the brilliant
color of the leaf is indescribable.
The unexpected beauty went on and on, constantly revealing
more of nature’s clash and harmony in every line and blemish.
I look back at my watch and see it is nearly time to go. I step
back through the grasses and onto the cement walkway. As my eyes
follow the path back through the grass, I see a metal arch. I indulge in
a little bit of curiosity and walk quickly toward it in the few minutes
before I have to go back to the car. I find the sign that denotes the
arch as the entrance to a prayer garden. I glance again at my watch,
and I decide to start walking back. I turn to go, pushing my hands
into my pockets to shield them from the fall wind, and I feel the leaf
in my pocket. I pull it back out as I walk, trying again to describe the
color to myself. My curiosity to find the most adventurous places is
forgotten, but I can never spend enough time looking at that leaf.
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Protector
By Grace Grothe
Criminal Justice
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In The Dark
By Chloe Burns, English Teaching
“I think you’re a pain in the ass, but I don’t think you have bipolar
disorder.”
These profound words were spoken by my mother after I told
her I was afraid to keep taking my medications. My doctor had suggested I see a psychiatrist about possibly having bipolar disorder.
She mentioned many people are misdiagnosed with depression, and
the medications prescribed for it can potentially be detrimental to
the mental stability of those who actually have bipolar. So I was left
sitting on my parents’ bed to ponder the questions that many others
have had to face: Should I just accept that I will have a confusing and
dysfunctional mind for the rest of my life just because others would
rather classify me as “a pain”? Should I even seek help? I am a college
student after all; is severe depression followed by two weeks without
sleep any different than anyone else my age?
“You know you can’t always rely on medications to make you happy,
right?”
During a phone call with my now ex-boyfriend, I explained to
Connor that I was in the process of finding the proper medications
to treat my depression and panic attacks. I felt the blistering heat of
shame spread across my face and down my neck when those words
left his mouth. It was so nonchalant, something he considered to be
nothing more than a simple fact of life. The self-doubt began to set
in once more. Is it actually uncommon to constantly fight back the
welling of tears, or am I just overreacting? I knew Connor was not one
to support taking medications for mental health reasons, but I hoped
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he would at least be happy for me. He went on to explain that I should
just learn to look for the “good things” in life, rather than constantly
dwell on my negative emotions. After hanging up the phone, I decided I should stop taking my meds for a while, which, in hindsight, was
a terrible decision. When my panic attacks became more frequent and
my depression began to worsen, Connor asked what was wrong. I told
him I had gone off my medications as he had suggested. His response:
“You should talk to me about your issues more, and that will probably
help you feel better.” That was the last time I was honest in sharing my
health with Connor. I felt terrible about it at the time, but it was the
only way to protect myself. Am I going to have to lie about the way I
feel for the rest of my life?
“You’re going to suck it up and give your presentation to the class if
you don’t want to fail this course.”
These words I had become used to hearing at this point in my
high school career made me cringe harder than usual this time. I had
just recently been diagnosed, and my teachers had been informed
of my “situation.” The thought of having twenty-four pairs of eyes
watching, mocking, and judging was enough to send me sprinting out
of the classroom. In the bathroom I sat over the toilet retching and
shivering. When I looked in the mirror, I did not recognize the reflection, with its sickly grey face and eyes sunken into violet rings. All of
this because of a seemingly simple statement. Yet to my mind, it was
the end of the world. When I reached the front office, my parents and
teacher were discussing my “desire for special treatment.” That was
all a disorder seemed to be. It was not an illness or imbalance in the
brain, but a dramatic cry for attention. Am I really looking for sympathy and simply inventing my “situation” without realizing it? Is there
even anything truly wrong with me?
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“Maybe if you worked harder you wouldn’t be so anxious all the time.”
My physical science teacher, Mr. Kanouse, knew I had been
missing school about once a month due to psychologist appointments, and told me if I was feeling this way, I must not be studying
long enough or working ahead on my homework. What he did not
know was I worked for five hours every night in order to maintain my
4.0 GPA. After a twenty-minute conversation, I left the classroom feeling defeated. I already spent hours on studying and homework, but I
respected him and took his opinion to heart. Although Mr. Kanouse
would not be the last person to make this suggestion, this incident ultimately made me misunderstand what an anxiety disorder is. I began
to work every day from the time I arrived at home until around one in
the morning, and rarely allowed myself to relax. Needless to say, the
lack of rest only worsened my anxiety. Am I really just slacking off too
much?
“You need to be a big girl and stop wasting so much time. Just trace it
and move onto the next one.”
This from my kindergarten teacher. She had been working
with my parents because I was newly diagnosed with Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. In class, each student had papers with their name in
dotted letters so that they could trace, and eventually learn to write,
their own name. I, however, spent close to an eternity on each letter,
screaming and kicking the legs of my chair every time I went slightly
off the path that the perforated lines dictated. By the end of the day,
the page would be full of holes, and my pencils would be without
their erasers. I was told to “stop wasting time,” suggesting that the
tracing of letters was more important than mental health. How can
the rest of the students make this look so easy? Why can’t I just “move
on to the next one” without feeling the overwhelming fire of frustration
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in my mind?
“You are loved and enough. I will do my best to understand your illnesses.”
I was sitting on the floor of my dorm room using my dresser as
a backrest, which I often do when life becomes too overwhelming. My
roommate sat across from me and spoke the words I never thought
I would hear: “You are loved and enough.” This is something I have
struggled to believe most of my life. I am still learning about what
it means to live with mental disorders, but now is the time that the
healing process may begin. So how do I repair myself when my life has
been lived in constant self-doubt?
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Sequ oia
By Ana DeKruyter
Nursing
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Outgrowing the Crocs
By Camber Herrig, Public Relations
In our small community in Northwest Iowa, Black Hawk Lake
is something we are very proud of, something that will pinpoint us
on the Iowa map forever. Black Hawk Lake is pegged as the southernmost glacial lake in the United States, and we’ll tell any outsider about
it.
The lake is named after Chief Black Hawk.
In 1828, President John Quincy Adams declared all land east
of the Mississippi be sold to settlers, forcing Chief Black Hawk and
his tribe to move westward. Whether it’s fact or folklore, Chief Black
Hawk is said to have travelled here during that time.
Even though the lake measures only seven miles in circumference, as a 7-year-old, I felt like I was looking out at an ocean, even
though I could clearly gawk at the white, two-story house with arched
windows across the water, dreaming of someday living across the bay
from my grandparents who owned a cabin on the lake.
My grandparents spent every summer—Memorial Day to
Labor Day—at their summer home. My grandpa could not have cared
less about living on the lake, but it was my grandma who loved spending her summers there. She filled days with reading in her maroon,
cracked leather chair, leaving the glass door open so she could hear
the waves lapping the shore through the screen door. She led a busy
life, running our family’s business with my grandfather, so Grandma
longed for times of solitude, basking in a well-written novel while
listening to the melody of the lake.
As a child, she constantly warned me to be careful walking
out on the dock without a life jacket on. She was absolutely terrified
that one of us grandchildren would fall in, but she loved watching us
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explore and ask questions about the lake. Walking across the woodplanked dock in my little pink Crocs, I had also adopted the fear of
falling in. As if on a tight-rope, I placed one pink Croc in front of another, cautious of where the edge was at all times. Once the task was
complete, I sat my overall-wearing self on the bench facing east.
Fishing was the supposed reason we went to the lake, but it
was really an excuse to visit Grandma and Grandpa. After my long,
nerve-wracking walk to the end of the dock, I was impatient for my
mom or dad to lift the bench, grab my purple Tasmanian Devil pole,
bait it, cast it, and let me hold onto it.
After all that work, I was eager to catch the biggest fish from
the lake.
However, my patience didn’t meet my expectations for fishing.
An energetic little girl and fishing don’t quite match up, so I spent a
lot of time inside the cabin. After a painstakingly long fifteen minutes,
I made the trek in my Crocs back into the cabin to Grandma, who I
hoped had some ice cream in the freezer for me.
~
The few times I was patient enough to fish were when the
fish were biting like crazy. Black Hawk Lake contains walleye, crappies, perch, catfish, and bass, but we never caught them—maybe we
weren’t true fishermen. What we did catch, though, were bullhead.
Muddy brown and army green with an alabaster stomach, the bullhead is a distant relative of the catfish, but they’re not what professional anglers aim to catch.
Bullheads have few predators, making them an aggressive
species in the lake. Multiple times, the local Department of Natural Resources has dredged the lake and killed them off, but they are
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a persistent species. When we caught one bullhead, we would fill a
five-gallon bucket with some of the lake water and put the fish in
there. Ninety-nine times out of one hundred, we dumped the handful
of fish back in the lake at the end of the night because there weren’t
enough to make a meal for me and my five siblings, parents, and
grandparents.
But one summer night, we hit the jackpot. I must have been
in upper elementary school, as I had grown out of my Crocs phase by
then. I can’t recall who caught the first bullhead, but after the first
one was reeled in, the excitement grew exponentially. Soon the first
five-gallon bucket filled with fish, and I raced inside the cabin, throwing caution to the wind on the scary dock, and asked Grandpa where
another one was located.
As fast as I could, I ran out of the cabin, into the garage, and
back out to the dock. My five siblings were also there, and most had
reeled in another fish by the time I returned. The instant the worm
and hook were cast into the water, the fish immediately took the bait.
The fish hit the dock, flopping uncontrollably as if they, too, were ecstatic to be our catch of the day, showing as much excitement as I felt.
Once we had a few buckets filled, Grandpa and Grandma fired
up the stove and started mixing the breading – we were going to have
a feast! From out on the dock I could smell a combination of fried fish
and the algaed lake water—a peculiar aroma I haven’t smelled since. I
slid my finger along one of the fish—a slimy, scale-less, wet creature.
The cement pad between the cabin and garage soon turned into a
murder scene from the fileting. That day, Dad learned how to filet a
fish, though it turned out more like fish nuggets instead of fish filets.
I remember watching my grandparents dance around the kitchen,
Grandma reaching for the pepper while Grandpa grabbed the flour in
synchronized, graceful movements that can only be performed by a
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married couple of fifty years.
The lake was full of these family moments, of myself wearing
my pink Crocs, cautiously walking up and down the dock, with my
siblings and parents at one end, and my grandmother at the other,
marveling at the luck she had to be the matriarch of this family.
As we aged, my older siblings started working and spending time with friends and significant others—not spending time at
Grandma and Grandpa’s with me and my little brother. Soon, that
started happening to me too. The visits to the cabin became infrequent, but my appreciation of the solitude and my patience for fishing grew.
I started to long for the quietness found at the end of the dock.
On a weekday night, the lake was calm, with few waves from boats
and jet skis coming into the shore. Every so often, a family of mallards
would float by the dock, their orange, webbed feet exposed through
the murky water. I remember thinking how ridiculous it was the
drakes were the colorful ones, with emerald heads and lemon beaks.
But I soon discovered the patch of indigo feathers that the hens had
buried in their wings. This hidden beauty started to appeal to me
more than the drake’s obvious distinctions. The ducklings, however,
were what Grandma loved most, their heads covered in peach-fuzz
hair, following their mother like she was their lifeline. When the
ducks swam by, I would run into the cabin, no matter my age, and
told my grandma about the ducks. We would walk back out together
and peek at the various ducklings and the hen, who were making their
home at the peaceful lake.
Like the ducklings, the lake was home to my grandma’s heart,
until it became home to my grandma’s last moments before her
sudden heart failure. Now I feel a loneliness to the lake. Someday, my
own daughter in pink Crocs will run across the dock, and I will have
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to remind her to be careful, to keep in mind where the edge is. Perhaps then the loneliness will vanish, when I tell my daughter about
her great-grandmother’s love for the lake and its solitude, and her
fierce protection over her grandchildren.
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Self Portrait
By Arwen Reno
Theatre
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Shooting Stars
By Schuyler Sterk, English Teaching
The clock read two in the morning and, tired and weary from
the long week behind us, we slowly leaned forward and pushed ourselves off the couches we’d been dozing on. We tugged our jackets
tighter and grabbed a few blankets before trudging out to the car,
trying to ignore the burning sleepiness in our eyes. One by one, we
piled into the compact car until nine people occupied the five available seats. The Leonid meteor shower was about to start.
We drove a few miles north of town, looking for a place to park
the car along the road where no lights from the surrounding farms
would reach us. As we stepped out onto the field approach that served
as our parking space, we shivered when the brisk October wind crept
through our layers. With the t-shirt quilt my grandma made covering
our little piece of ground, we all stretched out behind the car, which
we hoped would block at least some of the wind.
Anticipation grew as we snuggled up next to each other and
covered ourselves with a blanket not quite large enough to protect
nine people from the cold fall breeze. We chattered away and scooted
around on the ground to get comfortable, all while fidgeting with the
blanket to make sure our toes were sheltered from the cool air. This
gleeful anticipation, however, was soon stifled as we looked up and
sighed.
It was cloudy.
Nevertheless, we remained there for two hours, shivering and
smiling as we talked and silently wished away the clouds. Having just
met after moving to college two months prior, we still didn’t know
each other very well, but that didn’t seem to matter.
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To keep away the sleep tugging at the edges of our minds, we
talked about our decision to come to college, our family backgrounds
and high school experiences, our political leanings and spiritual
beliefs, the ways we’ve seen God work in our lives, and what we would
wish for if we saw a shooting star.
At long last, the clouds thinned, revealing a dim layer of sparkling dots before giving way to a black dancefloor filled with little
white pinpricks twirling and flying on their stage. This beautiful night
sky above us, framed like a picture by the smoky gray clouds around
it, brought whispered exclamations and short gasps to our lips as we
stared in awe. Then, in a flash, one of the nighttime dancers left the
formation for its solo and leapt across the stage. Our hushed chatter fell silent and we watched in wonder as the stars sparkled above
us and the solo dancers took turns spinning across the stage in thin
flashes.
They were there one second, gone the next; visible so briefly
we wondered if we really saw them at all, but knew in our hearts they
had been there. I felt a surprising sense of familiarity as I gazed at the
sky overhead. I felt peaceful—something that had escaped me since
beginning college.
~
Shooting stars haven’t always been a special place for hopeful
young romantics and eager dreamers to wish on. Explanations for
shooting stars go back approximately two thousand years: Jews and
Christians thought shooting stars were falling angels or demons,
Greeks believed they were the souls of people ascending or descending from Heaven, and in general, such “stars” were believed to be
omens of death. Around 130 A.D., Greek philosopher Ptolemy began
the tradition of wishing on the flaming streaks of light because he
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believed falling stars signified the gods were looking down on the
people and listening to their wishes.
Of course, we didn’t know any of that when we were lying out
on Grandma’s quilt, watching the astronomical dance show. We just
wondered where the tradition came from and then quickly forgot the
question when the next meteor flew across the sky above us.
The specific wishes we made varied, but they generally revolved around whatever issue was most pressing in our lives at that
very moment. While sometimes this was something profound and
self-reflective, other stars merely prompted wishes of better food at
the cafeteria. At times, I wished God would reveal Himself to me in a
new way. Other times, I wished the boy I was dating would be the one
I would marry someday, or the paper I was working on would receive
a satisfactory grade. Sometimes, I simply wished the clouds would
disappear faster and reveal more of the dazzling stars behind them.
On an average night, a shooting star is visible every ten to
fifteen minutes, but during meteor showers, shooting stars can be
seen up to one hundred times per hour. A meteor shower takes place
when the earth is orbiting through a particularly rocky patch of space,
which happens as a result of a comet’s tail. When a comet passes
near the sun, it melts down and sheds pieces of rock and dust that
burn through our atmosphere, allowing us to see many more meteors
during these times than others.
There are ideal stargazing conditions, which is something my
friends and I were not aware of when we wandered out into the country at odd hours of the night, hoping to see shooting stars. The best
type of night sky for star-viewing is one that is dark and dry with low
wind.
We had better luck the next spring when we ignored our impending final exams and drove out into the country again to see the
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sky instead. As we drove down the county highway in a rusty red pickup, with the windows down and the wind whipping our hair around
our faces and twirling it into knots, we worried about the chance of
rain that night. This time, instead of laying the quilt out on the wet,
muddy grass, we spread it out in the bed of the pickup. And, learning
from our previous mistakes, we brought more than one blanket to
cover ourselves up with.
We climbed into the bed of the truck, stretched side-by-side
like sardines in order to fit everyone. Our limbs soon became a tangled knot of arms and legs, as each person twisted and turned to get
comfortable; my arm over his leg, her knee next to his stomach, our
heads cushioned by their elbows. We pulled our extra blankets tight
under our chins—sometimes over our noses, when the cold air made
them tingle—and leaned in closer to each other. While my glasses helped me see the tiny pinpricks of light more clearly, the metal
frames, chilled by the night air, made my nose colder than it already
was. Without them, I could see fewer stars, but with them, tiny shivers ran down my body. I resolved to wear my contacts next time.
Regardless of my physical discomfort, the feeling of peace I had when
I looked at the stars was the same every time.
The chance of rain never amounted to anything other than a
storm off to the east. This meant the large expanse of inky sky was
clearly visible above us, and we also got to see bright flashes of spidery
lighting off in the distance. When a small, barely-visible dash of light
skirted through the mess of dots overhead, those of us lucky enough
to see it let out an audible gasp and a “Did you see that one!” The
unfortunate souls who had blinked and missed it saying, “I missed it!
Where was it?” The smaller stars led to confusion: “Was that one?”
“Is that an airplane?”
“That’s probably just a satellite.”
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Eventually conversation died down, only to be reawakened at
the discovery of the next shooting star.
Rural places, which are easy to come by in Iowa, are some of
the best places to view the Milky Way. There are dozens of locations
around the world that are famous for their night skies and for the
chances of viewing planets and comets and constellations, such as
Hawaii, Tuscany, New Mexico, and the Caribbean, but none as great
for viewing the Milky Way as the countryside. Staring at the dusty
glow of the swirling galaxy visible all the way down in Orange City,
Iowa, we realized it can be hard not to look up at the sky and feel
small and insignificant.
The universe is, after all, constantly expanding. Our galaxy is
one of millions, with billions of stars and planets and moons inside of
it. What looks like a tiny little dot of light to us is actually a star much
bigger than our planet. Even though the closest star to us, our sun, is
smaller than most stars, it is still 1.3 million times larger than earth.
Polaris, the North Star, is even larger; around 131,000 of our small suns
would fit inside it, and there are millions of stars just like Polaris and
even larger than it.
But I’ve always been strangely comforted by the vastness of
the universe. It can be unnerving to look up and know there is no
end to what lies beyond our field of vision, but for some reason, that
thought has never bothered me. Instead, I find solace in knowing that
Someone controls the stars and the planets, and I don’t have to worry.
Knowing the One who controls the stars is the same One who deeply
knows and loves me brings me feelings of great safety and comfort.
Ever since the first time I looked up at the stars and felt at peace, I’ve
been hooked on re-experiencing that peace: that’s why I don’t mind
being out in the cold and staring upward.
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Later the next fall, almost one year after our first stargazing
escapade, five of us piled into a pickup and headed out into the country for the night, as the wind once again blew through the open windows and into our hair. Our decision was the result of a bored Saturday night and a perpetual desire to lay out under the stars. The fall
brought a lot of changes: harder classes, bigger responsibilities, new
friendships. But with the same, unchanging sky spread out overhead,
the unfamiliar began to feel less daunting, and I felt the same peace as
before.
So she put her head on my feet, I put my head on his shoulder,
and we all snuggled closer under our quilts and blankets to admire the
clear, starry night.
This time, no clouds covered the precious black sky, and no
storm hovered in the east with spider webs of lighting and rolling
thunder. There were just pinpricks of white sprinkled overheard, the
occasional trail of light dancing across the sky before disappearing.
No matter how many times we stretched our fingers out in front of us
and retraced the path of the shooting star, we’d never be able to see
again what had just happened.
All we could do was smile, make our wish, and wait for the next
one.
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Wish
By Amelia Holt
Graphic Design and Psychology
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Glasses and Love

“The only thing worse than being blind is having sight but no
vision.” -Helen Keller
By Hannah Ross, Writing and Rhetoric
The first few years of my life I spent looking through a blue
marble that I held up to my right eye. When I was three, the eye
doctor issued me a pair of glasses that I had to wear all the time. I
never took them off because even at such a young age, I could tell how
much clearer they made the world around me. When I was thirteen,
Dad told me that he had always felt a special connection to me because we both wore glasses, but we both knew our relationship was
much deeper than that.
I wasn’t what you would call a big kid. In fact, I was like a funsized candy bar. My stubby toddler legs carried me around the house
while I sang the ABC’s repeatedly and twirled myself in the curtains.
I started my days by waking up before Dad left for work so I could
follow his car down the street to wave him goodbye. As soon as his
car rounded the corner, I raced back into the house to call his office
phone and leave him a message of me, along with every single one of
my stuffed animals, saying I loved him one more time. Then I waited for him to come home so I could give him the biggest hug I could
manage and tell him about all the adventures I had while he was at
work like opening a shop to sell homemade jewelry to my sisters, or
going on a top-secret mission with my dolls.
~
Dad is a sensible man. He would never spend $100 dollars on
a new coat when the one he has simply needs some mending on the
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elbow. But he also loves his children dearly and wants to make them
happy. When I was seven, he surprised us with a trip to our grandparents’ house in Florida. During our trip, he swam with me in my
grandparents’ pool, took us to Disneyworld, and let me help plan my
sister’s surprise birthday party.
When I was fourteen, he drove us all the way to New York. We
visited locations of scenes from National Treasure, one of my family’s
favorite movies. Dad filmed us reenacting scenes at Trinity Church,
the USS Intrepid, and the corner of Wall Street and Broadway.
One of my fondest moments from the trip occurred in Times
Square at an ice cream truck. The lights from the signs reflected on
my glasses as I turned around in wonder at the buildings and the
crowds. There was so much to look at that the small Mr. Softie’s ice
cream truck would’ve been easy to miss, but Dad didn’t. He let all of
us order an ice cream cone, and then, though introverted, Dad took
the time to ask the overlooked vendor how she was doing. Her whole
face brightened with a smile as she made our cones, and she was more
than happy to take a picture with us at Dad’s request.
He took us to the local amusement park every summer. One
particular summer at Adventureland, when I was finally tall enough
to go on the Space Shot, I asked someone to go with me. Since Dad is
the only other person in my family who enjoys rides that move so fast
your breath is sucked out of your lungs, we walked hand in hand up
the ramp. As we approached the entrance gate, I couldn’t take my eyes
off the skyscraping structure as the seats, which were wrapped around
the metal tower, shot straight up and plunged back down. Sensing my
fear, Dad gave my hand a reassuring squeeze and didn’t let go from
the moment we tightened the belts around our waists to the moment
we unbuckled them.
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Every Sunday night, Dad made popcorn with melted cheese
for dinner and my whole family watched a movie. Movies became the
family tradition. Instead of family game night, we had family movie
night. We often watched one movie four or five times if we really enjoyed it. Some of the family’s favorites include National Treasure, The
Dark Knight, and The In-Laws. After we watch The Dark Knight, we all
discuss Han Zimmer’s enthralling soundtrack and Christopher Nolan’s captivating directing, but Dad and I stay up for hours, examining
plot holes and the deeper meaning behind a character’s motivation.
Over Christmas break a few months ago, Dad and I were the
only two at home so we watched The Dark Knight; we continued
talking about the relationship between Commissioner Gordon and
Batman for two days.
Dad’s favorite movies aren’t typically the movies his three
daughters want to watch, but when we ask him if it’s okay to watch an
animated movie or a romantic comedy, he always says, “I will watch
whatever you want to watch because when you enjoy a movie, I do
too.” I want to do the same for him, so when we are home alone, I let
him pick the movie, and we have a couple of movies that have become
“Dad and Hannah” movies, like Jaws, The Heart is a Lonely Hunter,
and Inception.
It doesn’t matter how many times we’ve watched these movies, we always talk about them and how they connect to the world
around us. Like when we watch The Heart is a Lonely Hunter, we talk
about relationships and how they shape the way people see the world
around them.
~
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We often sat in our kitchen for hours on end, exchanging ideas
on politics, economics, theology, and literature. His ideas helped me
see the world with more clarity. He always listened intently to everything I said, taking pause to contemplate it before responding. When
he shared his own ideas, they were thoughts he had never voiced
previously.
I felt like his confidant and he mine.
The kitchen was our spot to freely share our ideas. When we
eat dinner, just the two of us, we remain in the kitchen long after the
food has dried on the pans and the water pitcher has warmed. What I
value most is the level of respect with which he regards me. He never
tries to water down his ideas, nor does he treat mine with condescension.
~
When I was five, I reminisced about driving a convertible down
the highway to adults who clearly knew I couldn’t drive and didn’t own
a convertible. At age eight, I listened to a Simon and Garfunkel album
and was so sure I would become a singer that I practiced my signature
on sticky notes. After a field trip to a local fire station in fifth grade,
I decided to become a firefighter. Each night as Dad tucked me into
bed, I would tell my most recent ambition to him, and he would say,
“Hannah, I believe you can do anything you put your mind to.”
I applied for my first library card when I was eight because
I had read all the books I had at home. On standardized tests, the
reading comprehension section always held my highest score. I also
enjoyed writing stories, too, though I never completed more than a
few pages before I lost sight of the plot.
Dad recognized my passion for writing, even when I didn’t.
When I read the Little House on the Prairie books, he assigned book
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reports for each one, and I absolutely hated them. He gave me valid criticism like, “You are summarizing too much of the plot,” and I
responded with a biting quip like, “Well, that’s how book reports are
supposed to be.” He helped me talk through each book in the series
to pick out the overarching themes until I could do it myself, then he
told me to find examples to support those themes. Soon, I loved writing book reports and I couldn’t wait to show them to Dad each night.
He read each one intently and praised my improvements.
~
I always feel like I can ask Dad anything, even if the answer is
obvious or simple, and he doesn’t mock or tease me. He and I both
wear glasses, but his are bifocals now. I asked him once why there was
a line in the middle of his glasses and he explained that the top half
is regular glass, while the bottom half helps him see objects or words
that are close to him.
I smiled at this new information because my glasses also help
me see things that are close to me.
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